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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

Strong Selmer Companion Elliptic Curves

By

Ching-Heng Chiu

Doctor of Philosophy in Mathematics

University of California, Irvine, 2019

Professor Karl Rubin, Chair

Let E1, and E2 be elliptic curves defined over a number field K. Suppose that for all but

finitely many primes `, and for all finite extension fields L/K,

dimF` Sel`(L,E1) = dimF` Sel`(L,E2).

We prove that E1 and E2 are isogenous over K.

v



Chapter 1

Introduction, preliminaries and

results

1.1 INTRODUCTION

Yuri Zarhin posed the following question (see (PZ)):

Suppose that X1 and X2 are abelian varieties defined and isogenous over a number field K.

Then for any finite extension field L/K,

rankZ(X1(L)) = rankZ(X2(L)).

Zarhin’s question is whether the converse holds: Let X1 and X2 be abelian varieties defined

over K. If rankZ(X1(L)) = rankZ(X2(L)) for every finite extension L/K, then are X1 and

X2 isogenous over K?

Hershy Kisilevsky proved the following two analogous statements in (Ki):
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Theorem 1.1.1. Suppose that E1 and E2 are elliptic curves defined over Q such that

ords=1L(E1/K, s) ≡ ords=1L(E2/K, s) (mod 2)

for all extensions K/Q with [K : Q] ≤ 2, then N(E1) and N(E2) are equal up to square

factors (where N(E) is the conductor of E).

Proof. This is Corollary 1. in (Ki).

Theorem 1.1.2. Suppose that E1 and E2 are elliptic curves defined over Q such that

rankZE1(K) ≡ rankZE2(K) (mod 2)

for all extensions K/Q with [K : Q] ≤ 2 and suppose that the 2-primary part of their Tate-

Shafarevich groups are finite for all such K, then N(E1) and N(E2) are equal up to square

factors.

Proof. This is Corollary 2. in (Ki).

Definition 1.1.3. Let E1, and E2 be elliptic curves defined over a number field K. If for

all but finitely many primes `, and for all finite extension fields L/K,

dimF` Sel`(L,E1) = dimF` Sel`(L,E2),

we say that E1 and E2 are Strong Selmer Companions (SSC) over K.

Remark 1.1.4. For definition of Sel`(K,E), see Definition 1.4.1.

Remark 1.1.5. Let L be a finite extension of K. If E1 and E2 are SSC over K, then they

are SSC over L. In other words, if E1 and E2 are not SSC over L, then they are not SSC

over K.
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Proposition 1.1.6. Let E1 and E2 be elliptic curves defined over a number field K. If E1

and E2 are isogenous over K, then E1 and E2 are Strong Selmer Companions over K.

Proof. Assume that E1 is isogenous to E2 over K. Let ϕ : E1 → E2 be an isogeny and ϕ̂ be

its dual isogeny. Let d := degϕ. Let ` be a prime which is coprime to d and L be a finite

extension over K. Let ϕ′ and ϕ̂′ be the induced map of ϕ and ϕ̂ on the Selmer group. Since

ϕ̂′ ◦ ϕ′ is the multiplication-by-d map, it is an isomorphism

ϕ̂′ ◦ ϕ′ : Sel`(L,E1)
ϕ′−→ Sel`(L,E2)

ϕ̂′−→ Sel`(L,E1).

Therefore, ϕ′ is injective and we have

dimF` Sel`(L,E1) ≤ dimF` Sel`(L,E2).

Similarly, if we consider ϕ′ ◦ ϕ̂′, then we have

dimF` Sel`(L,E2) ≤ dimF` Sel`(L,E1).

Hence,

dimF` Sel`(L,E2) = dimF` Sel`(L,E1)

for all ` coprime to d and all finite extensions L/K. So, E1 and E2 are Strong Selmer

Companions over K.

Definition 1.1.7. Let E be an elliptic curve defined over a number field K. We say that

E has complex multiplication (CM) over K if EndK 6= Z. We say that E has CM if E has

CM over K̄. Otherwise, we say that E has no complex multiplication. In the case that E

has CM, we say that E has CM by M if EndK̄(E)⊗Q = M where M 6= Q in which case M

is an imaginary quadratic field, and we say that E has CM by OM (the full ring of integers

of M) if EndK̄(E) = OM .
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The main result of this paper is the following theorem. It is an analogous statement of

Zarhin’s question.

Theorem 1.1.8. Let E1 and E2 be elliptic curves defined over a number field K. Then E1

and E2 are isogenous over K if and only if E1 and E2 are Strong Selmer Companions over

K.

The ‘only if’ direction is Proposition 1.1.6. We will prove the ‘if’ direction by discussing the

following cases:

(1) E1 and E2 are elliptic curves defined over K without complex multiplication.

(2) E2 has complex multiplication.

We will prove Theorem 1.1.8 in §4.1.

1.2 TWISTS OF ELLIPTIC CURVES

Let E be an elliptic curve defined over an arbitrary field K of characteristic 0 (in practice

K will be a number field or one of its completions). Fix a rational prime `.

Fix a cyclic extension L/K of degree `. Let G := Gal(L/K).

Definition 1.2.1. Define an ideal IL ⊂ Z[G] by IL := ker(Z[G] → Z) where the map

Z[G]→ Z sends elements in G to 1.

Then rankZ(IL) = ` − 1, and we define the L/K-twist EL of E to be the abelian variety

IL ⊗ E of dimension (`− 1) as defined in (MRS). Concretely,

EL := ker(ResLKE → E).

Here ResLKE denotes the Weil restriction of scalars of E from L to K.
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See (MRS) for a discussion of EL and its properties.

Definition 1.2.2. With notation as above, let NL/K :=
∑

σ∈Gal(L/K) σ ∈ Z[G], and define

RL := Z[G]/NL/KZ[G]

so rankZRL = `− 1.

Fixing an identification G
∼−→ µ` of G with the group of `-th roots of unity in Q̄ induces an

isomorphism

RL
∼= Z[µ`]

that identifies RL with a maximal order in Q(µ`). We have that ` is totally ramified in

Q(µ`)/Q, and we let λL denote the (unique) prime of RL above `.

Proposition 1.2.3. (i) The natural action of G on ResLK(E) induces an inclusion RL ⊂

EndK(EL).

(ii) For every m ∈ Z, there is a natural isomorphism of RL[GK ]-modules

EL[m] ∼= IL ⊗Z E[m].

Proof. This is Proposition 6.3. in (MRL).

Corollary 1.2.4. The isomorphism of Proposition 1.2.3(ii) induces an isomorphism of

EndK(E)[GK ]- modules

EL[λL] ∼= E[`].

Proof. This is Corollary 6.4. in (MRL).
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1.3 LOCAL FIELDS AND LOCAL CONDITIONS

In this section we use the twists EL to define the local conditions that will be used to define

our relative Selmer groups Sel`(L/K,E).

For this section we restrict to the case where K is a local field of characteristic zero, i.e., a

finite extension of some Qp or of R. Fix for this section a prime ` a cyclic extension L/K of

degree 1 or `, and let G := Gal(L/K).

Definition 1.3.1. Define H`(L/K) ⊂ H1(K,E[`]) to be the image of the composition

EL(K)/λLEL(K) ↪→ H1(K,EL[λL]) ∼= H1(K,E[`]),

where the first map is the Kummer map, and the second map is the isomorphism of Corollary

1.2.4. (This Kummer map depends on the choice of a generator of λL/λ
2
L, but its image is

independent of this choice.) When L = K, H`(K/K) is just the image of the Kummer map

E(K)/`E(K) ↪→ H1(K,E[`]),

and we will denote it simply by H`(K). We suppress the dependence on E from the notaion

when possible, since E is fixed throughout §1.3 and §1.4.

If K is nonarchimedean of characteristic different from `, and E/K has good reduction, we

define

H1
ur(K,E[`]) := H1(Kur/K,E[`]),

the unramified subgroup of H1(K,E[`]).

Remark 1.3.2. If E has good reduction, and L/K is a ramified cyclic extension of degree

`, then H`(L/K) is the “L−transverse” subgroup of H1(K,E[`]), as defined in Definition

1.1.6 of (MR2).
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Lemma 1.3.3. Suppose K is nonarchimedean of residue characteristic different from `.

(i) We have dimF`(H`(L/K)) = dimF` E(K)[`].

(ii) If E has good reduction and φ ∈ GK is an automorphism that restricts to Frobenius in

Gal(Kur/K), then

dimF`(H`(L/K)) = dimF` E[`]/(φ− 1)E[`].

Proof. This is Lemma 7.2. in (MRL).

Lemma 1.3.4. Suppose K is nonarchimedean of residue characteristic different from `,

E/K has good reduction, and L/K is unramified.

(i) If φ ∈ GK is an automorphism that restricts to Frobenius in Gal(Kur/K), then evalu-

ation of cocycles at φ induces an isomorphism

H1
ur(K,E[`])

∼−→ E[`]/(φ− 1)E[`].

(ii) The twist EL has good reduction, and H`(L/K) = H1
ur(K,E[`]). In particular under

these assumptions H`(L/K) is independent of L.

Proof. This is Lemma 7.3. in (MRL).

Proposition 1.3.5. Suppose E/K has good reduction, K is nonarchimedean of residue

characteristic different from `, and L/K is ramified. Then

H1
ur(K,E[`]) ∩H`(L/K) = 0.

Proof. This is Proposition 7.8. in (MRL).
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1.4 SELMER GROUPS AND SELMER STRUCTURES

In this section, let ` be a fixed prime. We define the relative Selmer groups Sel`(L/K,E).

Now we assume that K is a number field and L be as in §1.3. If v is a place of K, we will

denote by Kv the completion of K at v and denote by Lv the completion of L at some fixed

place above v.

Definition 1.4.1. If L/K is a cyclic extension of degree 1 or `, we define the `-Selmer group

Sel`(L/K,E) ⊂ H1(K,E[`]) by

Sel`(L/K,E) := {c ∈ H1(K,E[`]) : locv(c) ∈ H`(Lv/Kv) for every v}.

Here locv : H1(K,E[`]) → H1(Kv, E[`]) is the localization map. When L = K this is the

standard `-Selmer group of E/K, and we denote it by Sel`(K,E).

Lemma 1.4.2. The isomorphism of Proposition 1.2.3(iii) identifies Sel`(L/K,E) with the

classical λL-Selmer group of EL.

Proof. This is Lemma 8.4. in (MRL).

Definition 1.4.3. From now on let Σ`,E be a finite set of places of K containing all places

where E has bad reduction, all places dividing `∞, and large enough so that the primes in

Σ generate the ideal class group of K. If ` and E are fixed, we write Σ instead of Σ`,E. (If

we have two curves E1 and E2, we assume in addition that Σ contains all places where E1

or E2 has bad reduction.) Define

OK,Σ := {x ∈ K : x ∈ OKv for every v /∈ Σ},
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the ring of Σ-integers of K. Define sets of primes P(Σ) ⊂ Q(Σ) by

Q(Σ) := {p /∈ Σ : Np ≡ 1 (mod `)}

P(Σ) := {p ∈ Q(Σ) : the inclusion K× ↪→ K×p sends O×K,Σ into (O×Kp
)`}.

If Σ is fixed, we omit it and simply write P and Q. Define partitions of P ,Q into disjoint

subsets Pi(E),Qi(E) for i ≥ 0 by

Qi(E) := {p ∈ Q : dimF` H
1
ur(Kp, E[`]) = i}, Pi(E) := Qi(E) ∩ P .

Theorem 1.4.4. For every prime v of K, Tate’s local duality gives a perfect symmetric

pairing

< , >v: H
1(Kv, E[`])×H1(Kv, E[`])→ H2(Kv,µ`) = F`.

Proof. See (T).

Theorem 1.4.5. Let MK be a complete set of primes of OK. Let c, d ∈ H1(K,E[`]). Then

∑
v∈MK

< locv(c), locv(d) >v= 0.

Proof. Apply Theorem B in section 10 of Chapter VII in (CF) to the cup product c ∪ d ∈

H2(K,µ`) = Br(K)[`].

Definition 1.4.6. Let V be an inner product space over F` and W be a subspace of V . If

W ⊂ W⊥, then we call W an isotropic subspace of V .

Proposition 1.4.7. H`(Kp) is an isotropic subspace of H1(Kp, E[`]).

Proof. This is Proposition 2.1. in (MR3).
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Proposition 1.4.8. Let L/K be a cyclic extension of degree `. Then H`(Lp/Kp) is an

isotropic subspace of H1(Kp, E[`]).

Proof. This is Proposition 4.4. in (MR3).

Remark 1.4.9. By Theorem 3.1. in (KMR), it is worth noting that if p /∈ Σ then

dimF` H
1(Kp, E[`]) = 2 · dimF` H

1
ur(Kp, E[`]) = 2 · dimF`H`(Kp).

1.5 TWISTING TO FIX THE SELMER RANK

Let ` be a fixed prime ≥ 5 and Σ be defined as in §1.4.

Definition 1.5.1. Suppose T is a finite subset of P . We will say that an extension L/K is

T -ramified and Σ-split if every v ∈ T is ramified in L/K, every v ∈ Σ splits completely in

L/K, and all other v are unramified in L/K.

Lemma 1.5.2. Suppose T is a nonempty finite subset of P. Let ` be a prime. Then there

is a cyclic extension L/K of degree ` that is T -ramified and Σ-split.

Proof. This is Lemma 9.15. in (MRL).

Proposition 1.5.3. Let T be a finite subset of P0(E). Suppose that L/K is a cyclic extension

of K of degree ` that is T -ramified and Σ-split. Then

Sel`(L/K,E) = Sel`(K,E).

Proof. This is Proposition 9.17 in (MRL).

By definition,

Sel`(L/K,E) = {c ∈ H1(K,E[`]) : locp(c) ∈ H`(Lp/Kp) for every p}.

10



On the other hand,

Sel`(K,E) = {c ∈ H1(K,E[`]) : locp(c) ∈ H`(Kp) for every p}.

If p ∈ T ⊆ P0(E), thenH1(Kp, E[`]) = H`(Kp) = H`(Lp/Kp)=0 by Lemma 1.3.3 and Lemma

1.3.4. If p /∈ T and p /∈ Σ, by Lemma 1.3.4 (ii), H`(Kp) = H1
ur(Kp, E[`]) = H`(Lp/Kp). If

p ∈ Σ, then p splits in L, H`(Kp) = H`(Lp/Kp). Therefore, Sel`(L/K,E) = Sel`(K,E).

11



Chapter 2

Elliptic curves without complex

multiplication

2.1 MORE SELMER STRUCTURES

Let E be an elliptic curve defined over a number field K. Assume that E has no complex

multiplication. We assume that Gal(K(E[`])/K) ∼= AutZ(E[`]) ∼= GL2(F`) for all the elliptic

curves we discuss in this section. The following theorem shows that this restriction is not

too severe.

Theorem 2.1.1. Let K be a number field and let E/K be an elliptic curve without complex

multiplication. Then for all but finitely many primes `, Gal(K(E[`])/K) ∼= AutZ(E[`]) ∼=

GL2(F`).

Proof. This is the first theorem in Chapter IV 2.2 in (Ser1).

Lemma 2.1.2. If dimF` H
1(Kp, E[`]) = 2, then there are exactly two different 1-dimensional

isotropic F` subspaces of H1(Kp, E[`]).

12



Proof. See Lemma 3.7. in (KMR).

Definition 2.1.3. If p ∈ P0(E), we define H1
ram(Kp, E[`]) := 0. If p ∈ P1(E), in this case

dimF` H
1(Kp, E[`]) = 2 (for this, see Proposition 2.4., Theorem 3.1., and Lemma 3.4. in

(KMR)), by Lemma 2.1.2, we define H1
ram(Kp, E[`]) to be the 1-dimensional isotropic F`

subspace of H1(Kp, E[`]) which is different from H`(Kp).

Definition 2.1.4. If a, b, and c are ideals of OK such that a, b, and c are product of primes

in P0(E) ∪ P1(E), define

Sel`(K,E)ba(c) :=


locv(c) ∈ H`(Kv) if v - abc

c ∈ H1(K,E[`]) : locv(c) = 0 if v|a

locv(c) ∈ H1
ram(Kv, E[`]) if v|c

 .

If OK shows up in the notation, we omit it. The following are some examples.

If a = c = OK , we denote Sel`(K,E)bOK (OK) by Sel`(K,E)b, the relaxed-at-b Selmer group.

If b = c = OK , we denote Sel`(K,E)OKa (OK) by Sel`(K,E)a, the strict-at-a Selmer group.

If a = b = OK , we denote Sel`(K,E)OKOK (c) by Sel`(K,E)(c).

Note that

Sel`(K,E)a ⊂ Sel`(K,E) ⊂ Sel`(K,E)a.

Remark 2.1.5. Let L/K be a cyclic extension of degree ` and p ∈ P1(E) be an ideal which

ramifies in L/K. (For any prime p ∈ P1(E), we can always find such L by Lemma 1.5.2.)

Then by Proposition 1.3.5, we know that H`(Lp/Kp) 6= H`(Kp). They are two different

1-dimensional isotropic F` subspaces of H1(Kp, E[`]).

Lemma 2.1.6. Let T be a finite subset of P1(E) and a :=
∏

p∈T p. If L/K is a cyclic

13



extension of K of degree ` that is T -ramified and Σ-split, then

Sel`(L/K,E) = Sel`(K,E)(a).

Proof. By definition,

Sel`(L/K,E) = {c ∈ H1(K,E[`]) : locp(c) ∈ H`(Lp/Kp) for every p}.

On the other hand,

Sel`(K,E)(a) :=

 c ∈ H1(K,E[`]) : locp(c) ∈ H`(Kp) if p - a

locp(c) ∈ H1
ram(Kp, E[`]) if p|a

 .

If p|a, by Remark 2.1.5, Lemma 2.1.2 and Definition 2.1.3, H1
ram(Kp, E[`]) = H`(Lp/Kp). If

p - a, by Lemma 1.3.4 (ii) and the fact that primes in Σ split in L, H`(Kp) = H`(Lp/Kp).

2.2 TWISTING TO INCREASE THE SELMER RANK

Let E be an elliptic curve defined over a number field K. Let ` be a fixed prime such that

Gal(K(E[`])/K) ∼= GL2(F`). Let Σ be defined as in §1.4.

If c ∈ H1(K,E[`]) and σ ∈ GK , let

c(σ) ∈ E[`]/(σ − 1)E[`]

denote the image of σ under any cocycle representing c. This is well-defined.

Lemma 2.2.1. Suppose that σ ∈ GK. Suppose that C is a finite subgroup of H1(K,E[`]).

Then there is a τ ∈ GK(E[`]) such that c(τσ) = 0 for all c ∈ C.

14



Proof. This is Lemma 3.5 in (MR1). Just replace 2 by ` and take φ = 0 in (MR1).

Let Γ := Gal(K(E[`])/K) ∼= GL2(F`). Then H1(Γ, E[`]) = 0, so the restriction map

H1(K,E[`]) ↪→ Hom(GK(E[`]), E[`])Γ

is injective.

Fix cocycles {c1, ..., ck} representing an F`-basis of C. Then c1, ...ck restrict to linearly

independent homomorphisms c̃1, ..., c̃k ∈ Hom(GK(E[`]), E[`])Γ.

Let N ⊂ K̄ be the abelian extension of K(E[`]) fixed by ∩iker(c̃i) ⊂ GK(E[`]). Put W :=

GK(E[`])/ ∩i ker(c̃i) = Gal(N/K(E[`])). Then W is an F`-vector space with an action of Γ,

c̃1, ..., c̃k are linearly independent in Hom(W,E[`])Γ, and

c̃1 × ...× c̃k : W ↪→ E[`]k (2.2.2)

is a Γ-equivariant injection. Thus W is isomorphic to a Γ-submodule of the semisimple

module E[`]k, so W is also semisimple. But if U is an irreducible constituent of W , then U

is also an irreducible constituent of E[`]k, so U ∼= E[`]. Therefore W ∼= E[`]j for some j ≤ k.

But then j = dimF` Hom(W,E[`])Γ ≥ k, so j = k and (2.2.2) is an isomorphism.

Since (2.2.2) is surjective, we can choose τ ∈ GK(E[`]) such that ci(τ) = −ci(σ) for 1 ≤ i ≤ k.

Then ci(τσ) = 0 for every i. Since the ci represent a basis of C, c(τσ) = 0 for all c ∈ C.

Definition 2.2.3. Let F1 := K(µ`, (O×K,Σ)1/`). Suppose σ ∈ GK(µ`) is such that dimF`(E[`]/(σ−

1)E[`]) = 1 and σ|F1 = 1.

Suppose a is an ideal of OK . If c ∈ Sel`(K,E)(a), let

c̃ : GK(E[`]) → E[`]/(σ − 1)E[`]

15



be the restriction of c to GK(E[`]). Let Na be the abelian extension of K(E[`]) fixed by

∩c∈Sel`(K,E)(a) ker(c̃).

Take C = Sel`(K,E)(a) in Lemma 2.2.1 and N = Na as in Definition 2.2.3. By Lemma

2.2.1, we can choose τa ∈ GK(E[`]) such that c(τaσ) = 0 for all c ∈ Sel`(K,E)(a).

Lemma 2.2.4. Suppose a is product of primes in P0(E)∪P1(E). Let σ, τa, and Na be as in

Definition 2.2.3. Assume that p is a prime whose Frobenius conjugacy class in Gal(NaF1/K)

is the class of τaσ. Then p ∈ P1(E) and locp(Sel`(K,E)(a)) = 0.

Proof. Since Frobenius fixes µ` and (O×K,Σ)1/`, we have that µ` and (O×K,Σ)1/` are contained

in K×p . Hence Np ≡ 1 (mod `) and the inclusion K× ↪→ K×p sends O×K,Σ into (O×K,p)`, so

p ∈ P .

By Lemma 1.3.4, evaluation of cocycles at a Frobenius element for p in GK induces an

isomorphism

H`(Kp) = H1
ur(Kp, E[`]) ∼= E[`]/(σ − 1)E[`].

Thus p ∈ P1(E). Furthermore, if c ∈ Sel`(K,E)(a), locp(c) = c(τaσ)=0 via the following

maps

locp : Sel`(K,E)(a)→ H`(Kp) ∼= H1
ur(K,E[`]) ∼= E[`]/(τaσ − 1)E[`]

and Lemma 2.2.1. Therefore, locp(Sel`(K,E)(a)) = 0.

Proposition 2.2.5. Let p ∈ P1(E). Suppose a is product of primes in P0(E)∪P1(E). Then

locp(Sel`(K,E)p(a)) is an isotropic subspace of H1(Kp, E[`]).

Proof. Let MK be a complete set of primes of OK . Let c, d ∈ Sel`(K,E)p(a) ⊂ H1(K,E[`]).

By Theorem 1.4.5, ∑
v∈MK

< locv(c), locv(d) >v= 0.
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By Defininion 2.1.4, locv(c) and locv(d) ∈ H1
ram(Kv, E[`]) for v|a. Since H1

ram(Kv, E[`]) is

an isotropic subspace, we have < locv(c), locv(d) >v= 0 for v|a. For v - ap, locv(c) and

locv(d) ∈ H`(Kv). Therefore, by Proposition 1.4.7, we have < locv(c), locv(d) >v= 0 for

v - ap.

Hence, focus on p alone, we have < locp(c), locp(d) >p= 0 and locp(Sel`(K,E)p(a)) is an

isotropic subspace.

Proposition 2.2.6. Let a be product of primes in P0(E) ∪ P1(E). Let σ, τa, and Na be as

in Definition 2.2.3. If p is a prime whose Frobenius conjugacy class in Gal(NaF1/K) is the

class of τaσ, then

dimF` Sel`(K,E)(ap) = dimF` Sel`(K,E)(a) + 1.

Proof. By Lemma 2.2.4, if p is a prime whose Frobenius conjugacy class in Gal(NaF1/K) is

the class of τaσ, then p ∈ P1(E) and locp(Sel`(K,E)(a)) = 0. Consider the exact sequences

0 // Sel`(K,E)(a) // Sel`(K,E)p(a) // H1(Kp, E[`])/H`(Kp)

0 // Sel`(K,E)p(a) // Sel`(K,E)(a) //H`(Kp).
(2.2.7)

We can use global duality (see for example Theorem 2.3.4 in (MR2)) to conclude that the

images of the two right-hand maps in (2.2.7) are orthogonal complements of each other under

the local Tate pairing. By our choice of p the lower right-hand map is zero, so the upper

right-hand map is surjective. And we get

dimF` Sel`(K,E)p(a) = dimF` Sel`(K,E)(a). (2.2.8)

Then we consider the exact sequences

0 // Sel`(K,E)p(a) // Sel`(K,E)(ap) // H1
ram(Kp, E[`])

0 // Sel`(K,E)(ap) // Sel`(K,E)p(a) // H1(Kp, E[`])/H1
ram(Kp, E[`]).

(2.2.9)
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Again, global duality tells us that the images of the two right-hand maps are orthogonal

complements of each other under the local Tate pairing. By Lemma 2.1.2, Definition 2.1.3,

and Proposition 2.2.5, locp(Sel`(K,E)p(a)) = H1
ram(Kp, E[`]) since they are 1-dimensional

isotropic F` subspaces of H1(Kp, E[`]) and locp(Sel`(K,E)p(a))

6= H`(Kp) by the fact that the upper right-hand map in (2.2.7) is surjective. So, the lower

right-hand map in (2.2.9) is zero and the upper right-hand map in (2.2.9) is surjective. And

we get

dimF` Sel`(K,E)(ap) = dimF` Sel`(K,E)p(a) + 1. (2.2.10)

Combine (2.2.8) and (2.2.10), we get

dimF` Sel`(K,E)(ap) = dimF` Sel`(K,E)(a) + 1.

2.3 FIELDS GENERATED BY TORSION POINTS

OF ELLIPTIC CURVES

Let E1 and E2 be elliptic curves defined over a number field K. In this section, we show

that K(E1[`]) 6= K(E2[`]) in different cases.

Definition 2.3.1. Let A ∈ GL2(F`). A radial automorphism is an automorphism of the

form:

A 7−→ A(detA)m

where m is considered modulo `− 1, and has the property that 2m+ 1 is relatively prime to
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`− 1. The latter condition is necessary for invertibility.

Note that all the radial automorphisms commute with all the inner automorphisms.

Lemma 2.3.2. The group Aut(GL2(F`)) is the direct product of the group of inner auto-

morphisms and the group of radial automorphisms.

Proof. Let R = F` in the Theorem of page 465 in (Re).

Definition 2.3.3. For i = 1, 2, let Ei be elliptic curves over a number field K. Let v be

a place of OK where Ei has good reduction. Let Nv be the norm of v. We denote the

reduction of Ei modulo v by Ẽi,v. We also denote the Frobenius endomorphism of Ẽi,v by

Fri,v and we identify it to the corresponding automorphism of T`(Ei) where T`(Ei) are the

Tate modules of Ei. Via the isomorphism T`(Ei) ∼= T`(Ẽi,v), we can let Fri,v act on T`(Ei).

Then we can talk about the trace of Fri,v and denote it by Tr(Fri,v). We also know that

Tr(Fri,v) = 1+Nv−ti,v ∈ Z where ti,v is the number of points of Ẽi,v. Note this is independent

of `. Define the Galois modules V`(Ei) := T`(Ei)⊗Q`. (See Chapter IV in (Ser1).)

Proposition 2.3.4. Let a ∈ N. There are infinitely many primes ` satisfying

(a
`

)
= 1.

Proof. This is a consequence of Dirichlet’s theorem on primes in arithmetic progressions.

Proposition 2.3.5 (Serre). Let E1 and E2 be elliptic curves defined over K. The following

conditions are equivalent:

(i) The Galois modules V`(E1) and V`(E2) are isomorphic for at least one `.

(ii) For a set of places of K of density one we have Tr(Fr1,v) = Tr(Fr2,v).

Proof. This is the proposition in Chapter IV 2.3 in (Ser1).
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Proposition 2.3.6 (Faltings). Let E1 and E2 be elliptic curves defined over K. If Tr(Fr1,v) =

Tr(Fr2,v) for a set of places of K of density one, then E1 and E2 are isogenous over K.

Proof. By Proposition 2.3.5, the Galois modules V`(E1) and V`(E2) are isomorphic for some

`. Let F : T`(E1) ⊗ Q` → T`(E2) ⊗ Q` be such an isomorphism. Multiplying F by `n for

some large n, we have `nF (T`(E1)) ⊆ T`(E2). This tells us that HomK(T`(E1), T`(E2)) is

nonempty. By Isogeny Theorem 7.7. in Chapter III of (Si) (this was proved by Faltings, see

(F1) and (F2)), HomK(E1, E2) is also nonempty. Therefore, E1 and E2 are isogenous over

K.

Theorem 2.3.7. Let E1 and E2 be elliptic curves defined over a number field K without

complex multiplication. If K(E1[`]) = K(E2[`]) for all but finitely many primes `, then E1

and E2 are isogenous over K. In other words, if E1 is not isogenous to E2 over K, then

K(E1[`]) 6= K(E2[`]) for infinitely many primes `.

Proof. Assume that K(E1[`]) = K(E2[`]) for all but finitely many primes `. Let S be the

set of primes such that E1 and E2 have good reduction.

Fix a prime v in S. By Proposition 2.1.1, Proposition 2.3.4, and the fact that K(E1[`]) =

K(E2[`]) for all but finitely many primes `, there are infinitely many primes ` such that

Gal(K(E1[`])/K) ∼= Gal(K(E2[`])/K) ∼= GL2(F`), K(E1[`]) = K(E2[`]), and
(
Nv
`

)
= 1. For

this v, we run the following argument for all these `. Let φ1 : Gal(K(E1[`])/K) ∼= GL2(F`)

and φ2 : Gal(K(E2[`])/K) ∼= GL2(F`). Consider the commutative diagram

Gal(K(E1[`])/K)
φ1 // GL2(F`)

det

**
φ2φ
−1
1

��

F×`

Gal(K(E2[`])/K)
φ2 // GL2(F`)

det

44

(For σ ∈ Gal(K(Ei[`])/K), σ(x) = (x)det(φi(σ)) ∀x ∈ µ`. Therefore, the whole diagram
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commutes.) Then φ2φ1
−1 : GL2(F`) ∼= GL2(F`) is an isomorphism. By Lemma 2.3.2,

Aut(GL2(F`)) is the direct product of inner automorphisms and radial automorphisms. Pick

a Z/`Z-basis of E2[`] such that φ2φ1
−1 : GL2(F`) ∼= GL2(F`) is an automorphism in the

radial automorphism subgroup. That is to say, φ2φ1
−1(A) = A(detA)m` for some m`. Look

at the comutative triangle in the diagram. Let A ∈ GL2(F`), we have detA = (detA)2m`+1.

So (detA)2m` = 1 for all A ∈ GL2(F`). Then either m` = 0 or m` = `−1
2

.

Let σv be the Frobenius element of v in Gal(K(E1[`])/K) = Gal(K(E2[`])/K). We know

that

det(Fri,v) = Nv ≡ det(φi(σv)) (mod `).

So (det(φ1(σv)))
m` = (Nv)m` = 1 (no matter m` = 0 or m` = `−1

2
) since (Nv)

`−1
2 =

(
Nv
`

)
= 1.

And φ2(σv) = φ2φ1
−1φ1(σv) = φ1(σv)(det(φ1(σv)))

m` = φ1(σv). We also know that

Tr(Fri,v) ≡ Tr(φi(σv)) (mod `).

Therefore we get Tr(Fr1,v) ≡ Tr(Fr2,v) (mod `). Run this argument for these infinitely many

primes `, then Tr(Fr1,v) = Tr(Fr2,v) ∈ Z. This is true for all v in the set S of places of K of

density one. Therefore, by Proposition 2.3.6, E1 and E2 are isogenous over K.

2.4 LINEARLY DISJOINT FIELDS

In this section, we prove that some important fields are linearly disjoint. Assume that ` ≥ 5.

Assume that Gal(K(E1[`])/K) ∼= Gal(K(E2[`])/K) ∼= GL2(F`).

Definition 2.4.1. Let F2 := K(E1[`]) ∩K(E2[`]).
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Lemma 2.4.2. Let F2 = K(E1[`]) ∩K(E2[`]).

K(E1[`]) K(E2[`])

F2

K(µ`)

Then either F2 = K(E1[`]) = K(E2[`]), [K(E1[`]) : F2] = [K(E2[`]) : F2] = 2 or F2 = K(µ`).

Proof. Since F2 is Galois overK(µ`), Gal(K(E1[`])/F2) is a normal subgroup of Gal(K(E1[`])/K(µ`)).

For ` ≥ 5, Gal(K(E1[`])/K(µ`))
∼= SL2(F`) has only 3 normal subgroups.

• If Gal(K(E1[`])/F2) = {1}, then F2 = K(E1[`]) = K(E2[`]).

• If Gal(K(E1[`])/F2) = {±1}, then [K(E1[`]) : F2] = [K(E2[`]) : F2] = 2.

• If Gal(K(E1[`])/F2) = SL2(F`), then F2 = K(µ`).

Lemma 2.4.3. There is no nontrivial Galois `-extension of F2 in K(E1[`]).

Proof. There is no nontrivial `-extension of F2 in K(E1[`]) by Lemma 2.4.2 and the fact that

SL2(F`) has no abelian quotient of order `.

Lemma 2.4.4. Suppose that N is an abelian `-extension of K(E2[`]). Assume that K(E1[`]) 6=

K(E2[`]). Then K(E1[`]) ∩N = F2.
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Proof. Consider the following diagram:

K(E1[`], E2[`]) N

K(E1[`]) K(E2[`])

F2

By the definition of F2, Gal(K(E1[`], E2[`])/K(E2[`])) ∼= Gal(K(E1[`])/F2). By Lemma

2.4.3,

K(E1[`], E2[`]) ∩N = K(E2[`]). (2.4.5)

By (2.4.5),we have

K(E1[`]) ∩N ⊆ K(E1[`]) ∩K(E1[`], E2[`]) ∩N

= K(E1[`]) ∩K(E2[`])

= F2.

2.5 FIX THE SELMER RANK OF E1 AND INCREASE

THE SELMER RANK OF E2 SIMULTANEOUSLY

In this section, let ` be a fixed prime such that ` ≥ 5. Assume that Gal(K(Ei[`])/K) ∼=

GL2(F`) for i ∈ {1, 2} and K(E1[`]) 6= K(E2[`]). Recall that Σ (associated to this `) is

defined as in §1.4.
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Lemma 2.5.1. If Gal(K(E[`])/K) ∼= GL2(F`), then

K(µ`, (O×K,Σ)1/`) ∩K(E[`]) = K(µ`).

Proof. This is Lemma 9.3. in (MRL).

Recall that F1 := K(µ`, (O×K,Σ)1/`) and F2 := K(E1[`]) ∩K(E2[`]).

Lemma 2.5.2. There is a τ ∈ GK(µ`) such that dimF`(E1[`]/(τ−1)E1[`]) = 0 and dimF`(E2[`]/(τ−

1)E2[`]) = 1.

Proof. By Lemma 2.4.2 and the assumption that K(E1[`]) 6= K(E2[`]) at the beginning of

this section, either F2 = K(µ`) or [K(E1[`]) : F2] = [K(E2[`]) : F2] = 2.

(i) Assume that K(E1[`]) ∩K(E2[`]) = F2 = K(µ`). Let τ ∈ GK(µ`) be an element that

acts like

−1 −1

0 −1

 on E1[`] and acts like

1 1

0 1

 on E2[`]. We can find such τ since

the determinant of these two matrices are 1. Therefore, dimF`(E1[`]/(τ − 1)E1[`]) = 0

and dimF`(E2[`]/(τ − 1)E2[`]) = 1.

(ii) Assume that [K(E1[`]) : F2] = [K(E2[`]) : F2] = 2. Pick an F`-basis B2 of E2[`]. Let

τ2 ∈ SL2(F`) ∼= Gal(K(E2[`]/K(µ`))) be an element that acts like

1 1

0 1

 . Therefore,

dimF`(E2[`]/(τ2 − 1)E2[`]) = 1.

We know that τ2 has order `. Now choose τ1 ∈ Gal(K(E1[`]/K(µ`))) to be an element
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such that τ1|F2 = τ2|F2 .

K(E1[`]) K(E2[`])

F2

K(µ`)

τ1 τ2

If we view τ1 as an element of order ` in Gal(F2/K(µ`)))
∼= SL2(F`)/{±1}, then

τ `1 ∈ {±1} in Gal(K(E1[`]/K(µ`))). Therefore, τ 2`
1 = 1 in Gal(K(E1[`]/K(µ`))).

Then we have two different choices of τ1 in Gal(K(E1[`]/K(µ`))). One has order ` and

another one has order 2`.

We choose τ1 to be the one with order 2` in Gal(K(E1[`]/K(µ`)))
∼= SL2(F`). Therefore,

τ1 satisfies x2`−1 = (x+1)`(x−1)` = 0 in F`[x]. Let f(x) be the minimal polynomial of

τ1. We know that the characteristic polynomial of τ1 has degree 2. Then deg f(x) ≤ 2.

It can not be 1 since τ1 has order ` in Gal(F2/K(µ`)))
∼= SL2(F`)/{±1}. Hence

deg f(x) = 2. Either f(x) = x2 − 1, f(x) = (x− 1)2 or f(x) = (x+ 1)2.

• If f(x) = x2 − 1, then order of τ1 in Gal(K(E1[`]/K(µ`))) is at most 2. This

contradicts to the fact that τ1 has order 2`.

• If f(x) = (x−1)2, then τ1 satisfies (x−1)2 and also x`−1 = (x−1)`. Then order

of τ1 in Gal(K(E1[`]/K(µ`))) is at most `. This also contradicts to the fact that

τ1 has order 2`.

Therefore, f(x) = (x+ 1)2 and τ1 has no eigenvalue 1. Hence, τ1 − 1 is invertible and

dimF`(E1[`]/(τ1 − 1)E1[`]) = 0.

Finally, let τ ∈ GK(µ`) be an element such that τ |K(E1[`]) = τ1 and τ |K(E1[`]) = τ2. Then

dimF`(E1[`]/(τ − 1)E2[`]) = dimF`(E1[`]/(τ1 − 1)E2[`]) = 0,
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dimF`(E2[`]/(τ − 1)E2[`]) = dimF`(E2[`]/(τ2 − 1)E2[`]) = 1.

Definition 2.5.3. Let τ ∈ GK(µ`) be as in Lemma 2.5.2. Therefore, dimF`(E1[`]/(τ −

1)E1[`]) = 0 and dimF`(E2[`]/(τ − 1)E2[`]) = 1.

By Lemma 2.5.1, K(E2[`]) and F1 are linearly disjoint over K(µ`). Let σ1 ∈ GK such that

σ1 = τ on K(E2[`]),

σ1 = 1 on F1 = K(µ`, (O×K,Σ)1/`).

This is possible since τ = 1 on F1 ∩K(E2[`]) = K(µ`).

Suppose a is product of primes in P0(E1) ∩ P1(E2). If c ∈ Sel`(K,E2)(a), let

c̃ : GK(E2[`]) → E2[`]/(σ1 − 1)E2[`]

be the restriction of c to GK(E2[`]). Let Na be the abelian extension of K(E2[`]) fixed by

∩c∈Sel`(K,E2)(a) ker(c̃).

If we take C = Sel`(K,E2)(a) and σ = σ1 in Lemma 2.2.1, then K(E[`]) = K(E2[`]), and

N = Na. As in the proof of Lemma 2.2.1, we can choose τa ∈ GK(E2[`]) such that c(τaσ1) = 0

for all c ∈ Sel`(K,E2)(a).

Proposition 2.5.4. Let a be product of primes in P0(E1) ∩ P1(E2). Then there is a prime

p in P0(E1) ∩ P1(E2) such that

dimF` Sel`(K,E2)(ap) = dimF` Sel`(K,E2)(a) + 1.

Proof. Since NaF1 is an abelian `-extension of K(E2[`]), by Lemma 2.4.4, K(E1[`])∩NaF1 =
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F2. Since τ |F2 = τaσ1|F2 , there is some σ ∈ GK such that

σ = τ on K(E1[`]),

σ = τaσ1 on NaF1.

Let p be a prime whose Frobenius conjugacy class in Gal(K(E1[`])NaF1/K) is the class of

σ. Since Frobenius fixes µ` and (O×K,Σ)1/`, we have that µ` and (O×K,Σ)1/` are contained in

K×p . Hence Np ≡ 1 (mod `) and the inclusion K× ↪→ K×p sends O×K,Σ into (O×K,p)`, so

p ∈ P . By Lemma 1.3.4, evaluation of cocycles at a Frobenius element for p in GK induces

an isomorphism

H`(Kp) = H1
ur(Kp, E1[`]) ∼= E1[`]/(τ − 1)E1[`].

Thus p ∈ P0(E1). Again, by Lemma 1.3.4, evaluation of cocycles at a Frobenius element for

p in GK induces an isomorphism

H`(Kp) = H1
ur(Kp, E2[`]) ∼= E2[`]/(τ − 1)E2[`].

Thus p ∈ P1(E2).

Then by Proposition 2.2.6,

dimF` Sel`(K,E2)(ap) = dimF` Sel`(K,E2)(a) + 1.

Proposition 2.5.5. Let t ≥ dimF` Sel`(K,E2).
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(i) There is a finite set of primes T ⊆ P0(E1) ∩ P1(E2) such that

dimF` Sel`(K,E2)(a) = t,

where a :=
∏

p∈T p.

(ii) If T is as in (i), and L/K is a cyclic extension of K of degree ` that is T -ramified and

Σ-split., then

dimF` Sel`(L/K,E1) = dimF` Sel`(K,E1), dimF` Sel`(L/K,E2) = t.

Proof. We apply Proposition 2.5.4 and induction on the cardinality of primes as in the proof

of Proposition 9.17 in (MRL). This gives us (i).

Now if L/K is a cyclic extension of K of degree ` that is T -ramified and Σ-split, then by

Proposition 1.5.3 and Lemma 2.1.6,

dimF` Sel`(L/K,E1) = dimF` Sel`(K,E1),

dimF` Sel`(L/K,E2) = dimF` Sel`(K,E2)(a) = t.
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Chapter 3

Elliptic curves with complex

multiplication

3.1 MORE SELMER STRUCTURES

Let E be an elliptic curve defined over a number field K. Assume that E has CM by OM ,

the full ring of integers of M . We assume that M ⊆ K. We assume that ` does not divide

the discriminant of OM . We also assume that ` is inert in M . Therefore, OM/` is a field.

The following two lemmas show that these restrictions are not too severe.

Lemma 3.1.1. Let E be an elliptic curve defined over K. Assume that E has CM by M ⊆

K. There is an elliptic curve E ′, defined over K and isogenous over K to E, such that

EndK(E ′) = OM .

Proof. This is Proposition 5.3. in (Ru)

Lemma 3.1.2. Let Mi = Q(
√
Di) be two imaginary quadratic fields (not necessarily dis-

tinct). Then there are infinitely many primes ` such that ` is inert in both M1 and M2.
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Proof. Let σ be the nontrivial element of Gal(Q(
√
D1,
√
D2)/Q

√
D1D2) ∼= Z/2Z. If ` is a

prime whose Frobenius in Gal(Q(
√
D1,
√
D2)/Q

√
D1D2) is σ, then ` is inert in both M1 and

M2. The Cebotarev Theorem shows that there are infinitely many such primes `.

Proposition 3.1.3. Let E be an elliptic curve with CM by OM where M ⊆ K. Then

E[`] ∼= OM/` as OM -modules.

Proof. This is Proposition 5.4. in (Ru).

We assume that Gal(K(E[`])/K) ∼= (OM/`)× for all the elliptic curves we discuss in this

section. The following proposition shows that this restriction is not too severe.

Theorem 3.1.4. Let K be a number field and let E/K be an elliptic curve and has CM by

OM where M ⊆ K. Then for all but finitely many primes `, Gal(K(E[`])/K)

∼= AutOM (E[`]) ∼= (OM/`)×.

Proof. This is the Corollary to Theorem 5 in section 4.5 in (Ser2).

Remark 3.1.5. If E has CM, then dimF` H
1(Kp, E[`]) and dimF` H

1
ur(Kp, E[`]) are even.

Lemma 3.1.6. If p is a prime and dimF` H
1(Kp, E[`]) = 4, then there are exactly ` + 1

different 1-dimensional isotropic OM/` subspaces of H1(Kp, E[`]).

Proof. Let L be a cyclic extension of degree ` over K such that p ramifies in L/K. Let V :=

H1(Kp, E[`]),W1 := H`(Kp) and W2 := H`(Lp/Kp). By Proposition 1.4.7 and Proposition

1.4.8 and Remark 2.1.5, we know that W1 and W2 are two different 2-dimensional isotropic

F` subspaces of V . We will use these two to generate the other `− 1 isotropic subspaces.

Claim that there exist v1 ∈ W1 and v2 ∈ W2 such that < v1, v2 >= 0:

Assume that W1 is spanned w1 and w′1 over F` and w2 is a nonzero vector in W2. If <
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w1, w2 >= 0, then we just take v1 = w1 and v2 = w2. Else, let α := −<w′1,w2>

<w1,w2>
. Then

< w′1 + αw1, w2 >= 0 and we can take v1 = w′1 + αw1 and v2 = w2.

Note that we have W1 is spanned by v1 over OM/`, W2 is spanned by v2 over OM/`, and

< v1, v2 >= 0. Now we can start to generate the other isotropic subspaces. Let {1, α} be a

basis of OM/` over F`. Define wk+2 := v1 + kv2, 1 ≤ k ≤ `− 1.

< wk+2, wk+2 > = 2k < v1, v2 >= 0,

< wk+2, αwk+2 > =< v1, αv1 > +k < v1, αv2 > +k < v2, αv1 > +k2 < v2, αv2 >

= k < v1, αv2 > +k < v2, αv1 >

= k < v1, αv2 + ᾱv2 > (using Lemma 16.2(a) in [Mi])

= k < v1, (α + ᾱ)v2 >

= k(α + ᾱ) < v1, v2 > (since (α + ᾱ) ∈ F`)

= 0,

< αwk+2, αwk+2 > =< wk+2, ᾱαwk+2 >

= (ᾱα) < wk+2, wk+2 > (since ᾱα ∈ F`)

= 0.

Therefore, Wk+2 spanned by wk+2 over OM/` for 1 ≤ k ≤ ` − 1 are different 1-dimensional

isotropic OM/` subspaces of V = H1(Kp, E[`]). Now we have ` + 1 different 2-dimensional

isotropic F` subspaces of H1(Kp, E[`]). By Lemma 3.7 in (KMR), there are at most ` + 1

such subspaces. Therefore, we have exactly `+ 1 such subspaces.

Remark 3.1.7. If p ∈ P2(E), by Neron-Ogg-Shafarevich and the fact that the Frobenius of

p fixes E[`], we have GKp acts trivially on E[`] and H1(GKp , E[`]) = Hom(GKp , E[`]).

Lemma 3.1.8. If p ∈ P, then O×p /(O×p )` ∼= Z/`Z and K×p /(K
×
p )` ∼= (Z/`Z)2.

Proof. First we prove that O×p /(O×p )` ∼= Z/`Z. Let kp be the residue field of Kp. Since
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p ∈ P ⊆ Q, k×p /(k
×
p )` ∼= Z/`Z. Consider the commutative diagram of exact sequences,

1 // 1 + pOp
//

`
��

O×p //

`
��

(O/pO)× //

`
��

1

1 // 1 + pOp
// O×p // (O/pO)× // 1.

Since 1 + pOp is a pro-p group where p is the residue characteristic of p, raising to the `-th

power is an isomorphism. Apply snake lemma, we have

0→ O×p /(O×p )` → k×p /(k
×
p )` → 0.

Therefore, O×p /(O×p )` ∼= Z/`Z.

Next we prove that K×p /(K
×
p )` ∼= (Z/`Z)2. Consider the commutative diagram of exact

sequences,

0 // O×p //

`
��

K×p //

`
��

Z //

`
��

0

0 // O×p // K×p // Z // 0.

Again we apply snake lemma, then we have

0→ O×p /(O×p )` → K×p /(K
×
p )` → Z/`Z→ 0.

Therefore, K×p /(K
×
p )` ∼= (Z/`Z)2.

Lemma 3.1.9. Let p ∈ P2(E). Let L be an extension of Kp of degree `. Then

H`(L/Kp) = H1(Gal(L/Kp), E[`]) = Hom(Gal(L/Kp), E[`]).
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Proof. Consider the following commutative diagram:

AL(Kp)/λLAL(Kp)
f //

i
��

AL(L)/λLAL(L)

��
H1(Kp, AL[λL])

g // H1(L, AL[λL])

where AL and λL are defined as in §1.2. By Lemma 7.4. in (MRL), f is the zero map.

Therefore, H`(L/Kp) = im(i) ⊆ ker(g) = H1(Gal(L/Kp), E[`]). Since they have the same

cardinality, H`(L/Kp) = H1(Gal(L/Kp), E[`]).

Lemma 3.1.10. If dimF` H
1(Kp, E[`]) = 4, then there is a one to one correspondence be-

tween extensions L of Kp of degree ` and 1-dimensional isotropic OM/` subspaces W of

H1(Kp, E[`]). This correspondence satisfies that H`(L/Kp) = W .

Proof. Let p ∈ P2(E). Then we know that GKp acts trivially on E[`]. Define K
(`)
p to be

the maximal abelian extension of exponent ` of Kp and G` := Gal(K
(`)
p /Kp). By local class

field theory, G`
∼= K×p /(K

×
p )` ∼= (Z/`Z)2. Therefore, there are ` + 1 field extensions of Kp

of degree `. One of them is unramified, the others are ramified. By Proposition 1.4.8, we

know that if L is an extension of Kp of degree `, then H`(L/Kp) is an isotropic subspace

of H1(Kp, E[`]). We claim that if L1 and L2 are two different extensions of Kp of degree `,

then H`(L1/Kp) and H`(L2/Kp) are two different 2-dimensional isotropic F` subspaces. Let

H1 := Gal((K
(`)
p /L1) and H2 := Gal((K

(`)
p /L2). Then by Lemma 3.1.9,

H`(Li/Kp) = H1(Gal(Li/Kp), E[`])

= Hom(Gal(Li/Kp), E[`])

= {f ∈ Hom(G`, E[`]) : Hi ⊆ ker(f)}.
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Therefore,

H`(L1/Kp) ∩H`(L2/Kp) = {f ∈ Hom(G`, E[`]) : H1 ∪H2 ⊆ ker(f)}

= {f ∈ Hom(G`, E[`]) : ker(f) = G`}

= {0}.

By Lemma 3.1.6, comparing the numbers of field extensions and isotropic subspaces, we

know that there is a one to one correspondence between the extensions of Kp of degree ` and

the 2-dimensional isotropic F` subspaces of H1(Kp, E[`]).

Definition 3.1.11. Assume that dimF` H
1(Kp, E[`]) = 4. Let W be a 1-dimensional

isotropic OM/` subspace of H1(Kp, E[`]). Then we define LW to be the extension of Kp

of degree ` corresponding to W in Lemma 3.1.10.

Conversely, let L be an extension of Kp of degree `. Then we define WL to be the isotropic

subspace corresponding to L.

Definition 3.1.12. Let a and b be products of primes in P . Let {pi}ri=1 ⊆ P2(E) and Wi be

isotropic subspaces of H1(Kpi , E[`]). We also assume that a, b, and pi are coprime. Define

Sel`(K,E)ba(
r∏
i=1

Wi) :=


locv(c) ∈ H`(Kv) if v - ab

∏r
i=1 pi

c ∈ H1(K,E[`]) : locv(c) = 0 if v|a

locv(c) ∈ Wi if v = pi

 .

If OK shows up in the notation, we omit it. If there is no pi’s, we also omit the Wi. The

following are some examples.

If a = OK , we denote Sel`(K,E)bOK (
∏r

i=1Wi) by Sel`(K,E)b(
∏r

i=1Wi), the relaxed-at-b

Selmer group.
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If b = OK , we denote Sel`(K,E)OKa (
∏r

i=1 Wi) by Sel`(K,E)a(
∏r

i=1Wi), the strict-at-a Selmer

group.

If a = b = OK , we denote Sel`(K,E)OKOK (
∏r

i=1Wi) by Sel`(K,E)(
∏r

i=1Wi).

If there is no pi’s, we have simply Sel`(K,E)ba.

Definition 3.1.13. Suppose T0 and T1 = {pi}ri=1 are finite subsets of P . For each i, let

Li be a cyclic extension of Kpi of degree `. Let L := (L1,L2, · · · ,Lr). We will say that

an extension L/K has splitting data (Σ, T0, T1,L) if every v ∈ Σ splits completely in L/K,

every v /∈ T0 ∪ T1 is unramified in L/K, and every Lpi (the completion of L above pi) is Li.

Lemma 3.1.14. Suppose T0 and T1 = {pi}ri=1 are subsets of P0(E). For all L, if L/K is a

cyclic extension of K of degree ` that has splitting data (Σ, T0, T1,L), then

Sel`(L/K,E) = Sel`(K,E).

Proof. This follows immediately from Proposition 1.5.3.

Lemma 3.1.15. Suppose T0 ⊆ P0(E) and T1 = {pi}ri=1 ⊆ P2(E). Let Wi be 1-dimensional

isotropic OM/` subspaces of H1(Kpi , E[`]). Let L := (LW1 ,LW2 , · · · ,LWr). If L/K is a

cyclic extension of K of degree ` that has splitting data (Σ, T0, T1,L), then

Sel`(L/K,E) = Sel`(K,E)(W ).

Proof. By definition, Sel`(L/K,E) = {c ∈ H1(K,E[`]) : locp(c) ∈ H`(Lp/Kp) for every p}.

On the other hand,

Sel`(K,E)(W ) :=

 c ∈ H1(K,E[`]) : locp(c) ∈ H`(Kp) if p -
∏r

i=1 pi

locp(c) ∈ Wi if p = pi

 .
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If p ∈ T0, then H1(K,E[`]) = H`(Kp) = H`(Lp/Kp) = 0. If p ∈ T1, by Lemma 3.1.10,

Definition 3.1.11 and Definition 3.1.13, Wi = H`(LWi
/Kpi) = H`(Lpi/Kpi). If p /∈ T0∪T1, by

Lemma 1.3.4 (ii) and the fact that primes in Σ split in L, H`(Kp) = H`(Lp/Kp). Therefore,

Sel`(L/K,E) = Sel`(K,E)(W ).

3.2 TWISTING TO INCREASE THE SELMER RANK

Let E be an elliptic curve defined over a number field K. If E has CM by M for some

imaginary quadratic field M , then we assume that E has CM by OM and M ⊆ K. Let ` be

a fixed prime such that Gal(K(E[`])/K) ∼= (OM/`)×. We also assume that ` does not divide

the discriminant of OM . Let Σ be defined as in §1.4.

If c ∈ H1(K,E[`]) and σ ∈ GK , let

c(σ) ∈ E[`]/(σ − 1)E[`]

denote the image of σ under any cocycle representing c. This is well-defined.

Definition 3.2.1. Recall that F1 := K(µ`, (O×K,Σ)1/`). Suppose σ ∈ GF1(E[`]).

Let {pi}ri=1 ⊆ P2(E) and Wi be isotropic subspaces of H1(Kpi , E[`]). Let W :=
∏r

i=1Wi ⊆∏
H1(Kpi , E[`]). If c ∈ Sel`(K,E)(W ), let

c̃ : GK(E[`]) → E[`]/(σ − 1)E[`] = E[`]

be the restriction of c to GK(E[`]). Let NW be the abelian extension of K(E[`]) fixed by

∩c∈Sel`(K,E)(W ) ker(c̃).

Lemma 3.2.2. Suppose σ ∈ GF1(E[`]). Let {pi}ri=1 ⊆ P2(E) and Wi be isotropic subspaces

of H1(Kpi , E[`]). Let W :=
∏r

i=1Wi. Let NW be as in Definition 3.2.1. Assume that p is a
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prime that splits completely in NWF1/K. Then p ∈ P2(E) and locp(Sel`(K,E)(W )) = 0.

Proof. Since p splits completely in NWF1/K, we have that µ` and (O×K,Σ)1/` are contained

in K×p . Hence Np ≡ 1 (mod `) and the inclusion K× ↪→ K×p sends O×K,Σ into (O×K,p)`, so

p ∈ P .

By Lemma 1.3.4, evaluation of cocycles at a Frobenius element for p in GK induces an

isomorphism

H`(Kp) = H1
ur(Kp, E[`]) ∼= E[`].

Thus p ∈ P2(E). Furthermore, if c ∈ Sel`(K,E)(W ), locp(c) = c(1) = 0 via the following

maps

locp : Sel`(K,E)(W )→ H`(Kp) ∼= H1
ur(K,E[`]) ∼= E[`].

Therefore, locp(Sel`(K,E)(W )) = 0.

Proposition 3.2.3. Let p ∈ P2(E). Let {pi}ri=1 ⊆ P2(E) and Wi be isotropic subspaces of

H1(Kpi , E[`]). Let W =
∏r

i=1 Wi. Then locp(Sel`(K,E)p(W )) is an isotropic subspace of

H1(Kp, E[`]).

Proof. Let MK be a complete set of primes of OK . Let c, d ∈ Sel`(K,E)p(W ) ⊂ H1(K,E[`]).

By Theorem 1.4.5, ∑
v∈MK

< locv(c), locv(d) >v= 0.

By Defininion 3.1.12, locpi(c) and locpi(d) ∈ Wi. Therefore, we have < locpi(c), locpi(d) >pi=

0. For v - p
∏r

i=1 pi, locv(c) and locv(d) ∈ H`(Kv). Therefore, by Proposition 1.4.7, we have

< locv(c), locv(d) >v= 0 for v - p
∏r

i=1 pi.

Hence, focus on p alone, we have < locp(c), locp(d) >p= 0 and locp(Sel`(K,E)p(W )) is an

isotropic subspace.
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Proposition 3.2.4. Suppose σ ∈ GF1(E[`]). Let {pi}ri=1 ⊆ P2(E) and Wi be isotropic sub-

spaces of H1(Kpi , E[`]). Let W =
∏r

i=1Wi. Let NW be as in Definition 3.2.1. If p is a

prime that splits completely in NWF1/K, define Wr+1 := locp(Sel`(K,E)p(W )) an isotropic

subspace of H1(Kp, E[`]). Then

dimF` Sel`(K,E)(W ×Wr+1) = dimF` Sel`(K,E)(W ) + 2.

Proof. By Lemma 3.2.2, since p splits completely inNWF1/K, p ∈ P2(E) and locp(Sel`(K,E)(W )) =

0. Consider the exact sequence

0 // Sel`(K,E)p(W ) // Sel`(K,E)(W ) //H`(Kp).

By our choice of p the right-hand map is zero and we get

dimF` Sel`(K,E)p(W ) = dimF` Sel`(K,E)(W ). (3.2.5)

Then we consider the exact sequences

0 // Sel`(K,E)p(W ) // Sel`(K,E)(W ×Wr+1) //Wr+1

0 // Sel`(K,E)(W ×Wr+1) // Sel`(K,E)p(W ) // H1(Kp, E[`])/Wr+1.
(3.2.6)

Global duality (see for example Theorem 2.3.4 in (MR2)) tells us that the images of the two

right-hand maps are orthogonal complements of each other under the local Tate pairing. By

the definition of Wr+1, the lower right-hand map in (3.2.6) is zero so the upper right-hand

map in (3.2.6) is surjective. Thus we get

dimF` Sel`(K,E)(W ×Wr+1) = dimF` Sel`(K,E)p(W ) + 2. (3.2.7)
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Combine (3.2.5) and (3.2.7), we get

dimF` Sel`(K,E)(W ×Wr+1) = dimF` Sel`(K,E)(W ) + 2.

3.3 FIELDS GENERATED BY TORSION POINTS

OF ELLIPTIC CURVES

Now we consider elliptic curves with complex multiplication. If E has CM by M for some

imaginary quadratic field M , then we assume that E has CM by OM (EndK̄(E) = OM) and

M ⊆ K. We also assume that ` does not divide the discriminant of OM .

Let Kab denote the maximal abelian extension of K and [·, Kab/K] the Artin map of global

class field theory.

Theorem 3.3.1. There is a Hecke character

ψ = ψE : A×K/K
× → C×

with the following properties.

(i) If x ∈ A×K and y = NK/Mx ∈ A×M , then

ψ(x)OM = y−1
∞ (yOM) ⊂ C.

(ii) If x ∈ A×K is a finite idele (i.e., the archimedean component is 1) and p is a prime of
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M , then ψ(x)(NK/Mx)−1
p ∈ O×M,p and for every P ∈ E[p∞]

[x,Kab/K]P = ψ(x)(NK/Mx)−1
p P.

(iii) If q is a prime of K and Uq denotes the local units in the completion of K at q, then

ψ(Uq) = 1⇔ E has good reduction at q.

Proof. This is Theorem 5.15 in (Ru).

Let f = fE denote the conductor of the Hecke character ψ of Theorem 3.3.1. We can view ψ

as a character of fractional ideals of K prime to f in the usual way.

Corollary 3.3.2. As a character on ideals, ψ satisfies

(i) if b is an ideal of K prime to f, then ψ(b)OM = NK/Mb.

(ii) if q is a prime of K not dividing f and b is an ideal of OM prime to q, then [q, K(E[b])/K]

acts on E[b] by multiplication by ψ(q).

(iii) if q is a prime of K where E has good reduction and q = NK/Qq, then ψ(q) ∈ OM

reduces modulo q to the Frobenius endomorphism ϕq of Ẽ.

Proof. This is Corollary 5.16. in (Ru).

If m is an ideal of OM , then define Km to be the ray class field modulo m.

Lemma 3.3.3. Let E be an elliptic curve defined over a number field K. Assume that E

has complex multiplication by OM . Let m be an ideal of OM . Let ` be a prime such that

Gal(K(E[`])/K) ∼= (OM/`)×, ` is coprime to m, ` is unramified in K/Q, ` is inert in M ,

and E has good reduction at all λ|`. Then K(E[`])/K and Km are linearly disjoint over K.
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Proof. We prove that K(E[`])/K and Km are linearly disjoint over K by showing that for

λ|`, λ is totally ramified in K(E[`])/K:

K(E[`]) Km

K

Consider f to be the composition of the following maps:

f : A×K → Gal(Kab/K) � AutOM (E[`]) ∼= (OM/`)×.

The first map is the norm residue. And we call the second map g : Gal(Kab/K) ∼=

AutOM (E[`]) and the third map h : AutOM (E[`]) ∼= (OM/`)×. Let Uλ denote the local

units of Kλ and Iλ(K
ab/K) denote the inertia subgroup. Let x ∈ Uλ. By Theorem 3.3.1 (ii)

and (iii),

[x,Kab/K]P = (NK/Mx)−1
` P, (NK/Mx)−1

` ∈ O
×
M,`.

Therefore, we have:

f : Uλ // O×M,`
// (OM/`)×.

x // (NK/Mx)−1
`

// f(x)

The first map is surjective since ` is unramified in K/M . The second map is surjective since

it is the reduction. The composition f |Uλ is hence surjective to (OM/`)× and g|Iλ(Kab/K) is

also surjective to AutOM (E[`]).

The projection π : Gal(Kab/K)→ Gal(K(E[`])/K) induces π′ : Iλ(K
ab/K)→ Gal(K(E[`])/K).
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Now consider the diagram:

Iλ(K
ab/K)

g //

π′ !!

AutOM (E[`])

Gal(K(E[`])/K)

∼=

==

The facts that Gal(K(E[`])/K) ∼= AutOM (E[`]) and the top map g : Iλ(K
ab/K)→ AutOM (E[`])

is surjective tell us that π′ is surjective. Therefore, Gal(K(E[`])/K) = Iλ(K(E[`])/K) and

λ is totally ramified in K(E[`])/K.

Now we know that λ is totally ramified in K(E[`])/K but unramified in Km/K. Therefore,

K(E[`])/K and Km are linearly disjoint over K.

Definition 3.3.4. Let E1 and E2 be elliptic curves defined over a number field K. Assume

that E1 and E2 both have complex multiplication by OM where M ⊆ K. There exist Hecke

characters ψ1 and ψ2 for E1 and E2 respectively. Assume that ψ1 has conductor f1, and ψ2

has conductor f2. We view ψ1 and ψ2 as characters of conductor f := f1 · f2.

Let J f
K := the group of all fractional ideals relatively prime to f and P f

K := the group of all

pricipal ideals (a) such that a ≡ 1(mod f) and a totally positive. Let ClfK := J f
K/P

f
K and

K f := the ray class field modulo f. By class field theory, there is an isomorphism between

J f
K/P

f
K and Gal(K f/K).

If a ∈ P f
K , then a = (α) for some α ≡ 1 (mod f). We have ψ1(a) = ψ2(a) = NK/M(α) and

ψ1(a)ψ−1
2 (a) = 1. Define ε := ψ1ψ

−1
2 . We can view ε as a character on ClfK .

Proposition 3.3.5. If ε = 1, then ψ1 = ψ2 and E1 is isogenous to E2 over K.

Proof. This is Theorem 5 in (Shi).

Theorem 3.3.6. Let E1 and E2 be elliptic curves defined over a number field K. Assume
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that E1 and E2 both have complex multiplication by OM where M ⊆ K. If E1 is not isogenous

to E2 over K, then for infinitely many primes `, K(E1[`]) 6= K(E2[`]) and ` is inert in M .

Proof. Assume that E1 is not isogenous to E2 over K.

By Proposition 3.1.4, for all but finitely many `, Gal(K(Ei[`])/K) ∼= (OM/`)× for i ∈

{1, 2}. For these ` and for any place v of K, let (σi)v be the Frobenius element of v in

Gal(K(Ei[`])/K) ∼= (OM/`)×. Then ψi(v) ∈ OM and its reduction modulo ` equals to

(σi)v ∈ (OM/`)×. by Corollary 3.3.2(iii). If ε = 1, then E1 is isogenous to E2 over K by

Proposition 3.3.5. This is a contradiction to our assumption. Therefore, there exists some

class C ∈ ClfK ∼= Gal(K f/K) such that ε(C) 6= 1.

By Lemma 3.1.2 and Proposition 3.1.4, for infinitely many primes `, Gal(K(Ei[`])/K)

∼= (OM/`)×, ` is coprime to f, ` is unramified in K/Q, ` is inert in M , E1 and E2 both have

good reduction at all λ|`, and ` - (ε(C)−1 − 1). We will prove that for these `, K(E1[`]) 6=

K(E2[`]).

By Lemma 3.3.3, K(E1[`])/K and K f are linearly disjoint over K. We can find a place v

such that the Frobenius element σv = 1 on E1[`] and σv = φf(C) on K f where φf is defined

to be the isomorphism J f
K/P

f
K
∼= Gal(K f/K). By Corollary 3.3.2(iii) and the fact that

the Frobenius endomorphism of Ẽ corresponds to the Frobenius element σv, that is to say,

ψ1(v) ≡ 1 (mod `) and ψ2(v) ≡ ε(v)−1 = ε(C)−1 6≡ 1 (mod `). Therefore, by Corollary 3.3.2

(ii) and (iii), σv fixes K(E1[`]) but not K(E2[`]), so K(E1[`]) 6= K(E2[`]).

Theorem 3.3.7. Let E1 and E2 be elliptic curves defined over a number field K. Assume

that E1 has complex multiplication by OM1 where M1 ⊆ K. Assume that E2 has complex

multiplication by OM2 where M2 ⊆ K. Assume that M1 6= M2. Then for infinitely many

primes `, K(E1[`]) 6= K(E2[`]) and ` is inert in both M1 and M2.

Proof. Consider those primes ` which are inert in both M1 and M2, unramified in K/Q,
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and E1 and E2 both have good reduction. By Lemma 3.1.2, there are infinitely many such

primes `. Pick any prime ` from this set. We will prove that K(E1[`]) 6= K(E2[`]).

Consider the following diagram:

K(E1[`]) K(E2[`])

K

M1M2

M1

<σ1>

M2

<σ2>

Q

Define notation UF,` := Πλ|`O×F,λ ⊆ A×F for any field F . For i = 1 or 2, the map

πi := π ◦NM1M2/Mi
: UM1M2,` → UMi,`

π−→ (OMi
/`)×

is surjective since ` is unramified in K/Q.

First choose z ∈ UM1M2,` such that

π2(z) ∈ (OM2/`)
× \ (Z/`Z)×. (3.3.8)

Take y = z/zσ1 ∈ UM1M2,` where Gal(M1M2/M1) = 〈σ1〉, then

π1(y) = π1(z/zσ1) = 1,
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π2(y) = π2(z)/π2(z)σ1 (3.3.9)

Consider the action of σ1 on (OM2/`), σ1 is the generator of the decomposition group of `

which is isomorphic to Gal((OM2/`)/(Z/`Z)). By (3.3.8) and (3.3.9), we know that π2(y) 6≡

1 (mod `).

There exists x ∈ UK,` such that NK/M1M2 = y since ` is unramified in K/Q. Let σ :=

[x,Kab/K]. By Theorem 3.3.1 (ii) and (iii), σ acts on Ei[`] by πi(y)−1. Therefore, σ acts

trivially on K(E1[`]) but nontrivially on K(E2[`]). So, K(E1[`]) 6= K(E2[`]).

Theorem 3.3.10. Let E1 and E2 be elliptic curves defined over a number field K. Assume

that E1 has no complex multiplication. Assume that E2 has complex multiplication by OM

where M ⊆ K. Then for all but finitely many primes `, K(E1[`]) 6= K(E2[`]).

Proof. By Proposition 2.1.1 and Proposition 3.1.4, for all but finitely many primes `, Gal(K(E1[`])/K) ∼=

GL2(F`) and Gal(K(E2[`])/K) ∼= (OM/`)×. Therefore, for such `, K(E1[`]) 6= K(E2[`]).

3.4 LINEARLY DISJOINT FIELDS

In this section, we prove that some important fields are linearly disjoint. Fix E1 and E2 two

curves defined over a number field K. Assume that ` ≥ 5. Assume that Gal(K(Ei[`])/K) ∼=

AutEndK̄(Ei)(Ei[`]) for i ∈ {1, 2}. If Ei has CM by OMi
we further assume that ` is inert in

Mi, Mi ⊆ K and ` does not divide the discriminant of OMi
.

As in §2.4, let F2 := K(E1[`]) ∩K(E2[`]).

Lemma 3.4.1. Assume that E1 has no complex multiplication and E2 has complex multi-

plication. Then F2 := K(E1[`]) ∩K(E2[`]) = K(µ`).
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Proof. In this case,

K(E1[`]) K(E2[`])

K(µ`)
SL2(F`) C`+1

Gal(K(E2[`])/K(µ`))
∼= C`+1 is a cyclic group of order ` + 1. But Gal(K(E1[`])/K(µ`))

∼=

SL2(F`) has no nontrivial abelian quotient. Therefore, F2 = K(E1[`]) ∩K(E2[`]) = K(µ`).

Lemma 3.4.2. Assume that E2 has CM by OM2. There is no nontrivial Galois `-extension

of F2 in K(E1[`]).

Proof. • If E1 has no CM, then there is no nontrivial `-extension of F2 in K(E1[`]) by

Lemma 3.4.1 and the fact that SL2(F`) has no quotient of order `.

• If E1 has CM, then Gal(K(E1[`])/F2) is a subgroup of C`+1 and there is no nontrivial

`-extension of F2 in K(E1)[`].

Lemma 3.4.3. Suppose that N is an abelian `-extension of K(E2[`]). Assume K(E1[`]) 6=

K(E2[`]). Then K(E1[`]) ∩N = F2.

Proof. Consider the following diagram:

K(E1[`], E2[`]) N

K(E1[`]) K(E2[`])

F2

By the definition of F2, Gal(K(E1[`], E2[`])/K(E2[`])) ∼= Gal(K(E1[`])/F2). Therefore, by
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Lemma 3.4.2,

K(E1[`], E2[`]) ∩N = K(E2[`]). (3.4.4)

By (3.4.4),we have

K(E1[`]) ∩N ⊆ K(E1[`]) ∩K(E1[`], E2[`]) ∩N

= K(E1[`]) ∩K(E2[`])

= F2.

3.5 FIX THE SELMER RANK OF E1 AND INCREASE

THE SELMER RANK OF E2 SIMULTANEOUSLY

Assume that E2 has CM by OM2 . In this section, let ` be a fixed prime such that ` ≥ 5,

Gal(K(E1[`])/K) ∼= AutEndK̄(E1)(E1[`]), Gal(K(E2[`])/K) ∼= (OM2/`)
×, K(E1[`]) 6= K(E2[`]).

If Ei has complex multiplication by OMi
, assume in addition that ` is inert in Mi, Mi ⊆ K

and ` does not divide the discriminant of OMi
. Recall that Σ (associated to this `) is defined

as in §1.4.

Definition 3.5.1. Recall that F1 := K(µ`, (O×K,Σ)1/`) and F2 := K(E1[`]) ∩K(E2[`]).

If E1 has no CM, let τ1 ∈ GK(µ`) be an element that acts like

−1 −1

0 −1

 on E1[`]. If

E1 has CM, let τ1 ∈ GK(µ`) be a non-identity element in Gal(K(E1[`])/F2). Therefore,

dimF`(E1[`]/(τ1 − 1)E1[`]) = 0.
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Let τ2 ∈ GK(µ`) be the identity map on E2[`]. Therefore, dimF`(E2[`]/(τ2 − 1)E2[`]) = 2.

As Lemma 9.3 of (MRL), K(E2[`]) and F1 are linearly disjoint over K(µ`). Let σ1 ∈ GK

such that

σ1 = τ2 on K(E2[`]),

σ1 = 1 on F1 = K(µ`, (O×K,Σ)1/`).

Let {pi}ri=1 ⊆ P2(E2) and Wi be isotropic subspaces of H1(Kpi , E2[`]). Let W :=
∏r

i=1Wi.

If c ∈ Sel`(K,E2)(W ), let

c̃ : GK(E2[`]) → E2[`]

be the restriction of c to GK(E2[`]). Let NW be the abelian extension of K(E2[`]) fixed by

∩c∈Sel`(K,E2)(W ) ker(c̃).

Proposition 3.5.2. Let {pi}ri=1 ⊆ P and Wi be isotropic subspaces of H1(Kpi , E2[`]). Let

W :=
∏r

i=1 Wi. Then there is a prime pr+1 in P0(E1) ∩ P2(E2) and Wr+1 an isotropic

subspace of H1(Kpr+1 , E2[`]) such that

dimF` Sel`(K,E2)(W ×Wr+1) = dimF` Sel`(K,E2)(W ) + 2.

Proof. Since NWF1 is an abelian `-extension of K(E2[`]), by Lemma 3.4.3, K(E1[`]) ∩

NWF1 = F2. We can see that τ1|F2 = 1 by Lemma 3.4.1. Therefore, there is some σ ∈ GK

such that

σ = τ1 on K(E1[`]),

σ = 1 on NWF1.

Let pr+1 be a prime whose Frobenius conjugacy class in Gal(K(E1[`])NWF1/K) is the class

of σ. Since Frobenius fixes µ` and (O×K,Σ)1/`, we have that µ` and (O×K,Σ)1/` are contained in

K×pr+1
. Hence Npr+1 ≡ 1 (mod `) and the inclusion K× ↪→ K×pr+1

sends O×K,Σ into (O×pr+1
)`,
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so pr+1 ∈ P . By Lemma 1.3.4, evaluation of cocycles at a Frobenius element for pr+1 in GK

induces an isomorphism

H`(Kpr+1) = H1
ur(Kpr+1 , E1[`]) ∼= E1[`]/(τ1 − 1)E1[`] = 0.

Thus pr+1 ∈ P0(E1). Again, by Lemma 1.3.4, evaluation of cocycles at a Frobenius element

for pr+1 in GK induces an isomorphism

H`(Kpr+1) = H1
ur(Kpr+1 , E2[`]) ∼= E2[`]/(τ2 − 1)E2[`] = E2[`].

Thus pr+1 ∈ P2(E2).

Let Wr+1 = locpr+1(Sel`(K,E2)pr+1(W )). Then by Proposition 3.2.4,

dimF` Sel`(K,E2)(W ×Wr+1) = dimF` Sel`(K,E2)(W ) + 2.

Proposition 3.5.3. Let t ≥ dimF` Sel`(K,E2), t ≡ dimF` Sel`(K,E2) (mod 2) and r :=

(t− dimOM2
/` Sel`(K,E2))/2.

(i) There is a finite set of primes T1 = {pi}ri=1 ⊆ P0(E1)∩P2(E2) and isotropic subspaces

Wi of H1(Kpi , E2[`]) such that

dimF` Sel`(K,E2)(W ) = t,

where W :=
∏r

i=1Wi.

(ii) If T1 and Wi are as in (i), L := (LW1 ,LW2 , · · · ,LWr), T0 = {wi}ri=1 is a finite subset

of P0(E1) ∩ P0(E2), and L/K is a cyclic extension of K of degree ` that has splitting
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data (Σ, T0, T1,L), then

dimF` Sel`(L/K,E1) = dimF` Sel`(K,E1), dimF` Sel`(L/K,E2) = t.

Proof. We apply Proposition 3.5.2 and induction on the cardinality of primes as in the proof

of Proposition 9.17 in (MRL). This gives us (i).

Now if L/K is a cyclic extension of K of degree ` that has splitting data (Σ, T0, T1,L), then

by Proposition 3.1.14 and Lemma 3.1.15,

dimF` Sel`(L/K,E1) = dimF` Sel`(K,E1),

dimF` Sel`(L/K,E2) = dimF` Sel`(K,E2)(W ) = t.

Definition 3.5.4. Suppose T1 = {pi}ri=1 is a finite subset of P0(E1) ∩ P2(E2). Let Σi :=

Σ ∪ {pj|1 ≤ j ≤ r, j 6= i} and Σ′ := Σ ∪ {pj|1 ≤ j ≤ r}. Consider the following exact

sequence

1 // O×K,Σi // O×K,Σ′
ordpi () // Z // 1

βi // 1

Define βi to be a preimage of 1 in this diagram.

Lemma 3.5.5. Suppose T1 = {pi}ri=1 is a finite subset of P0(E1)∩P2(E2). Then there exist

{wi}ri=1 ⊆ P0(E1) ∩ P0(E2) such that O×K,Σi ⊆ (O×wi)
` and βi /∈ (O×wi)

` for all i.

Proof. LetMi := K(µ`, (O×K,Σi)
1/`),M′ := K(µ`, (O×K,Σ′)1/`), and F2 := K(E1[`])∩K(E2[`]).

If E1 has no CM, let τ1 ∈ GK(µ`) be an element that acts like

−1 −1

0 −1

 on E1[`]. If
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E1 has CM, let τ1 ∈ GK(µ`) be a non-identity element in Gal(K(E1[`])/F2). Therefore,

dimF`(E1[`]/(τ1 − 1)E1[`]) = 0.

Let τ2 ∈ GK(µ`) be a non-identity element in Gal(K(E2[`])/F2). Therefore, dimF`(E2[`]/(τ2−

1)E2[`]) = 0.

Let Let τ3,i ∈ GK(µ`) be a non-identity element in Gal(M′/Mi).

By the same reason as Lemma 2.5.1, K(E2[`]) andM′ are linearly disjoint over K(µ`). Let

σ2,i ∈ GK such that

σ2,i = τ2 on K(E2[`]),

σ2,i = τ3,i on M′ = K(µ`, (O×K,Σ′)
1/`).

SinceM′(E2[`]) is an abelian `-extension ofK(E2[`]), by Lemma 3.4.3, K(E1[`])∩M′(E2[`]) =

F2. We can see that τ1|F2 = σ2,i|F2 = 1. Therefore, there is some σi ∈ GK such that

σi = τ1 on K(E1[`]),

σi = σ2,i on M′(E2[`]).

Let wi be a prime whose Frobenius conjugacy class in Gal(M′(E1[`], E2[`])/K) is the class

of σi. Since Frobenius fixes µ` and (O×K,Σi)
1/`, we have that µ` and (O×K,Σi)

1/` are contained

in K×wi . Hence Nwi ≡ 1 (mod `) and the inclusion K× ↪→ K×wi sends O×K,Σi into (O×wi)
`, so

wi ∈ P . On the other hand, Frobenius does not fix (O×K,Σ′)1/`, we have that βi /∈ (O×wi)
`.

By Lemma 1.3.4, evaluation of cocycles at a Frobenius element for wi in GK induces an

isomorphism

H`(Kwi) = H1
ur(Kwi , E1[`]) ∼= E1[`]/(τ1 − 1)E1[`] = 0.

Thus wi ∈ P0(E1)=0. Again, by Lemma 1.3.4, evaluation of cocycles at a Frobenius element
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for wi in GK induces an isomorphism

H`(Kwi) = H1
ur(Kwi , E2[`]) ∼= E2[`]/(τ2 − 1)E2[`] = 0.

Thus wi ∈ P0(E2)=0.

Lemma 3.5.6. Suppose T0 = {wi}ri=1 and T1 = {pi}ri=1 are finite subsets of P. Let

H ′ := K×
∏
v∈Σ

K×v (
∏

v/∈Σ∪T0∪T1

O×v )(
r∏
i=1

(K×pi)
`)(

r∏
i=1

(O×wi)
`).

Then [A×K : H ′] ≤ `2r.

Proof. Consider the sujective map:

φ :
r∏
i=1

O×pi ×
r∏
i=1

O×wi � A×K/H
′.

Then
∏r

i=1(O×pi)
` ×
∏r

i=1(O×wi)
` ⊆ kerφ. Therefore, we have the induced map:

φ̄ :
r∏
i=1

(O×pi/(O
×
pi

)`)×
r∏
i=1

(O×wi/(O
×
wi

)`) � A×K/H
′.

Thus we have [A×K : H ′] ≤ `2r.

Lemma 3.5.7. Suppose T1 = {pi}ri=1 is a finite subset of P0(E1) ∩ P2(E2). Let Li be

extensions of Kpi of degree `. Let L := (L1,L2, · · · ,Lr). Then there exist a finite subset

T0 = {wi}ri=1 of P0(E1) ∩ P0(E2) and a cyclic extension L/K of degree ` that has splitting

data (Σ, T0, T1,L).

Proof. By Lemma 3.5.5, there exist T0 = {wi}ri=1 ⊆ P0(E1) ∩ P0(E2) such that O×K,Σi ⊆
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(O×wi)
` and βi /∈ (O×wi)

` for all i. Let

H ′ := K×
∏
v∈Σ

K×v (
∏

v/∈Σ∪T0∪T1

O×v )(
r∏
i=1

(K×pi)
`)(

r∏
i=1

(O×wi)
`)

be a subgroup of A×K .

First we claim that
∏r

i=1(K×pi/(K
×
pi

)`) ∼= A×K/H ′. Let φ :
∏r

i=1K
×
pi
→ A×K/H ′. We first find

the kernel of φ.

(i) Assume that (u1, · · · , ur) ∈ (O×p1
×· · ·×O×pr)∩H

′. Then (u1, · · · , ur) = α ·(
∏

v∈Σ α
−1) ·

(
∏

v/∈Σ∪T0∪T1
α−1) · (

∏r
i=1 vi) · (

∏r
i=1 α

−1), where α ∈ K and vi ∈ (K×pi)
`. We have

α ∈ O×K,Σ′ and ui = α ·vi. Compute the order, ordpi(α) = −ordpi(vi) = ki · ` for ki ∈ Z.

Therefore,

(
α

βk1`
1 · · · βkr`r

) ∈ O×K,Σ ⇒ (
α

βk1`
1 · · · βkr`r

) ∈ (O×Kpi
)`

⇒ α ∈ (K×pi)
`

⇒ ui ∈ (K×pi)
` ∩ O×pi

⇒ ui ∈ (O×pi)
`.

(ii) Assume that (λ1, · · · , λr) ∈ K×p1
× · · ·×K×pr ∩H

′. Then (λ1, · · · , λr) = α · (
∏

v∈Σ α
−1) ·

(
∏

v/∈Σ∪T0∪T1
α−1) · (

∏r
i=1 γi) · (

∏r
i=1 α

−1), where α ∈ K and γi ∈ (K×pi)
`. We have

α ∈ O×K,Σ′ , α ∈ (O×wi)
` and λi = α · γi. Define ni := ordpi(α). Compute the order,

ordpi(λi) = ni + gi · ` for gi ∈ Z. Therefore,

α

βnii
∈ O×K,Σi ⊆ (O×wi)

` ⇒ βnii ∈ (O×wi)
`

⇒ `|ni

⇒ `|ordpi(λi).
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Then (λ1, · · · , λr) = (u1 · βm1`
1 , · · · , ur · βmr`r ) ∈ H ′ where mi ∈ Z and ui ∈ O×pi .

Therefore,

(βm1`
1 , · · · , βmr`r ) ∈ H ′ ⇒ (u1, · · · , ur) ∈ H ′

⇒ ui ∈ (O×pi)
` by (i)

⇒ λi = ui · βmi`i ∈ (K×pi)
`.

Now we found that kerφ =
∏r

i=1(K×pi)
` and φ induces

φ̃ :
r∏
i=1

(K×pi/(K
×
pi

)`) ↪→ A×K/H
′.

Compare the order of both sides, |
∏r

i=1(K×pi/(K
×
pi

)`)| = `2r and [A×K : H ′] ≤ `2r by Lemma

3.5.6, we know that φ̃ is an isomorphism.

Let V :=
∏r

i=1(K×pi/(K
×
pi

)`). Let HLi be the subgroup of K×pi corresponding by local class field

theory to Li. Let W :=
∏r

i=1(HLi/(K
×
pi

)`) ≤ V and H ′′ be the subgroup of A×K corresponding

to W under φ̃. That is to say,

r∏
i=1

(HLi/(K
×
pi

)`) ∼= H ′′/H ′.

Now we want to find W ≤ U ≤ V such that [V : U ] = ` and (K×pi/(K
×
pi

)`) * U for all i. Fix

an isomorphism ρi : K×pi/HLi → F` for each i. Define

ψ :
r∏
i=1

F` −→ F`

(a1, · · · , ar) 7→ a1 + · · ·+ ar.
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Then we have the following sequence

V/W ∼=
r∏
i=1

(K×pi/HLi)
⊕ρi−−→

r∏
i=1

F`
ψ−→ F`.

Then dimF` kerψ = r − 1 and F` * kerψ for any copy F` in
∏r

i=1 F`. The preimage of kerψ

in V/W gives us the subspace U with the desired properties.

Let H be the subgroup of A×K corresponding by φ̃ to U . Now the overall picture looks like

V =
∏r

i=1(K×pi/(K
×
pi

)`)
φ̃ A×K/H ′

U H/H ′

degree `

degree `r−1

W =
∏r

i=1(HLi/(K
×
pi

)`) H ′′/H ′.

Let L be the cyclic extension of K of degree ` corresponding by global class field theory to

the subgroup H. Class field theory tells us that the inertia (resp., decomposition) group of a

place v in Gal(L/K) is the image of O×v (resp., K×v ) in A×K/H. If v ∈ Σ then K×v ⊆ H ′ ⊆ H,

so every v ∈ Σ splits completely in L/K. If v /∈ T0 ∪ T1 then O×v ⊆ H ′ ⊆ H, so v is

unramified in L/K. If v = pi then

NLpi/Kpi
L×pi = HLi = NLi/Kpi

L×i ,

so Lpi = Li.

Therefore, we proved that L has splitting data (Σ, T0, T1,L).
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Chapter 4

Proof of the main theorem

4.1 PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM

Recall that EL and λL are defined as in §1.2.

Lemma 4.1.1. Let E be an elliptic curve defined over a number field K. Let ` be a prime

such that Gal(K(E[`])/K) ∼= AutEndK̄(E)(E[`]). If E has CM by M , we further assume that

` is inert in M , M ⊆ K, E has CM by OM and ` does not divide the discriminant of OM .

Let L/K be a cyclic extension of degree `. Then

(i) dimF` Sel`(L/K,E) ≤ dimF` Sel`(K,EL).

(ii) dimF` Sel`(K,EL) ≤ (`− 1) dimF` Sel`(L/K,E).

Proof. (i) Let T = EL[`], R = RL/(`), and I = (λL) in Lemma 3.5.3 in (MR2) (see also

erratum at the end of (MR4)), we get

SelλL(K,EL) = Sel`(K,EL)[λL].
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By Lemma 1.4.2,

Sel`(L/K,E) = SelλL(K,EL) = Sel`(K,EL)[λL].

This gives us (i).

For (ii), notice that (`) = (λ`−1
L ) and Sel`(K,EL) = Sel`(K,EL)[`]. It follows by induction

from the exact sequence

0→ Sel`(K,EL)[λL]→ Sel`(K,EL)[λk+1
L ]

λL−→ Sel`(K,EL)[λkL],

that

dimF` Sel`(K,EL)[λkL] ≤ k · dimF` Sel`(K,EL)[λL].

Finally, take k = `− 1, we get

dimF` Sel`(K,EL) = dimF` Sel`(K,EL)[`]

= dimF` Sel`(K,EL)[λ`−1
L ]

≤ (`− 1) dimF` Sel`(K,EL)[λL]

= (`− 1) dimF` SelλL(K,EL)

= (`− 1) dimF` Sel`(L/K,E).

Lemma 4.1.2. Let E be an elliptic curve defined over a number field K. Let ` be a prime.

Let L/K be a cyclic extension of degree `. Then

H1(K,ResLKE[`]) ∼= H1(L,E[`]).

Proof. This is Shapiro’s Lemma. (See for example the proof of Proposition 3.1. in (MR3).)
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Recall that Σ is defined as in §1.4. Let L/K be a cyclic extension of degree `. Define

ME : = dimF`(⊕p∈ΣH
1(Kp, E[`])/H`(Kp)),

SL : = {primes of K ramify in L/K},

and

CE,L := dimF`(⊕p∈SLH
1(Kp, E[`])/H`(Kp)).

Lemma 4.1.3. Let E be an elliptic curve defined over a number field K. Let ` be a prime

such that Gal(K(E[`])/K) ∼= AutEndK̄(E)(E[`]). If E has CM by M we further assume that

` is inert in M , M ⊆ K, E has CM by OM and ` does not divide the discriminant of OM .

Let L/K be a cyclic extension of degree `. Then

(i) dimF` Sel`(K,EL) ≤ dimF` Sel`(L,E).

(ii) dimF` Sel`(L,E) ≤ dimF` Sel`(K,EL) + dimF` Sel`(K,E) +ME + CE,L.

Proof. Consider the exact sequence

0→ EL → ResLKE → E → 0

and take the `-torsion, we get the exact sequence

0→ EL[`]→ ResLKE[`]→ E[`]→ 0.

This induces the long exact sequence

H0(K,E[`])→ H1(K,EL[`])→ H1(K,ResLKE[`])→ ...

Since Gal(K(E[`])/K) ∼= AutEndK̄(E)(E[`]), H0(K,E[`]) = E[`]GK = 0. With Lemma 4.1.2,
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we get

0→ H1(K,EL[`])→ H1(L,E[`])→ ...

This restricts to

0→ Sel`(K,EL)→ Sel`(L,E)→ ...

which gives us (i).

For (ii), first we define

ΣL := Σ ∪ SL

and KΣL denotes the maximal extension of K which is unramified outside ΣL. Then we

consider the exact sequence

0→ Z→ Z[G]
(1−σ)−−−→ IL → 0

where σ is a generator of G := Gal(L/K), and the second map sends 1 to
∑

τ∈G τ in Z[G].

Tensoring with E as in (MRS), we get the exact sequence

0→ E → ResLKE → EL → 0.

Taking the `-torsion, we get the exact sequence

0→ E[`]→ ResLKE[`]→ EL[`]→ 0.

This induces the long exact sequence (writing G′ := Gal(KΣL/K))

0 = EL[`]G
′ → H1(G′, E[`])→ H1(G′,ResLKE[`])

f−→ H1(G′, EL[`])→ ...
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and restricts to

Sel`(K,E)→ Sel`(K,ResLKE) = Sel`(L,E)
g−→ Sel`(K,EL)→ ...

(not necessarily exact). Then we have

dimF` ker(g) ≤ dimF` ker(f) = dimF` H
1(G′, E[`]) (4.1.4)

and

dimF` Sel`(L,E)− dimF` ker(g) ≤ dimF` Sel`(K,EL). (4.1.5)

Also, by the definition of the Selmer group, we have

0→ Sel`(K,E)→ H1(G′, E[`])→ ⊕p∈ΣLH
1(Kp, E[`])/H`(Kp)

and

(4.1.6)

dimF` H
1(G′, E[`])− dimF` Sel`(K,E)

≤ dimF`(⊕p∈ΣLH
1(Kp, E[`])/H`(Kp))

= dimF`(⊕p∈ΣH
1(Kp, E[`])/H`(Kp)) + dimF`(⊕p∈SLH

1(Kp, E[`])/H`(Kp))

= ME + CE,L.
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Combine (4.1.4), (4.1.5), and (4.1.6),

dimF` Sel`(L,E) ≤ dimF` Sel`(K,EL) + dimF` ker(g)

≤ dimF` Sel`(K,EL) + dimF` H
1(G′, E[`])

≤ dimF` Sel`(K,EL) + dimF` Sel`(K,E) +ME + CE,L.

Theorem 4.1.7. Let E1 and E2 be elliptic curves defined over a number field K. Assume that

E1 and E2 are without complex multiplication. If E1 and E2 are Strong Selmer Companions

over K, then E1 and E2 are isogenous over K.

Proof. Assume that E1 is not isogenous to E2 over K.

By Proposition 2.1.1, Theorem 2.3.7 and the fact that E1 and E2 are SSC, we can find

some ` ≥ 5 such that Gal(K(Ei[`])/K) ∼= GL2(F`) simultaneously for i = 1, 2, K(E1[`]) 6=

K(E2[`]), and dimF` Sel`(L,E2) = dimF` Sel`(L,E1) ∀L/K finite extensions.

Choose some constant C ≥ME1 = dimF`(⊕p∈ΣH
1(Kp, E1[`])/H`(Kp)) and C ≥ dimF` Sel`(K,E2).

Taking t = ` · dimF` Sel`(K,E1) + C + 1 in Proposition 2.5.5, there is a set of primes

T ⊆ P0(E1) ∩ P1(E2) satisfying Proposition 2.5.5(i). Applying Lemma 1.5.2, we can find

some degree ` cyclic extension L/K that is T -ramified and Σ-split. Therefore, by Proposition

2.5.5(ii),

dimF` Sel`(L/K,E1) = dimF` Sel`(K,E1)

and

dimF` Sel`(L/K,E2) = ` · dimF` Sel`(K,E1) + C + 1. (4.1.8)
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By Lemma 4.1.1(ii),

dimF` Sel`(K, (E1)L) ≤ (`− 1) dimF` Sel`(L/K,E1) = (`− 1) dimF` Sel`(K,E1).

Then we apply Lemma 4.1.3(ii) to E1. Since T ⊆ P0(E1), we have

CE1,L = dimF`(⊕p∈SLH
1(Kp, E1[`])/H`(Kp)) = 0.

Lemma 4.1.3(ii) then tells us

dimF` Sel`(L,E1) ≤ dimF` Sel`(K, (E1)L) + dimF` Sel`(K,E1) +ME1 + CE1,L

≤ (`− 1) dimF` Sel`(K,E1) + dimF` Sel`(K,E1) +ME1

≤ ` · dimF` Sel`(K,E1) + C.

By Lemma 4.1.3(i), Lemma 4.1.1(i), and 4.1.8,

dimF` Sel`(L,E2) ≥ dimF` Sel`(K, (E2)L)

≥ dimF` Sel`(L/K,E2)

= ` · dimF` Sel`(K,E1) + C + 1

This contradicts the assumption that E1 and E2 are Strong Selmer Companions over K.

Therefore, E1 is isogenous to E2 over K.

Theorem 4.1.9. Let E1 and E2 be elliptic curves defined over a number field K. Assume

E2 has complex multiplication by M2 and M2 ⊆ K. If E1 has complex multiplication by M1,

further assume that M1 ⊆ K. If E1 and E2 are Strong Selmer Companions over K, then E1

and E2 are isogenous over K.

Proof. Assume that E1 is not isogenous to E2 over K.
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By Lemma 3.1.1, if Ei has CM by Mi ⊆ K, we can assume that Ei has CM by OMi
. (Because

isogenous curves are SSC by Proposition 1.1.6.)

By Theorem 2.1.1, Proposition 3.1.4, Theorem 3.3.6, Theorem 3.3.7, Theorem 3.3.10, Lemma

3.1.2, and the fact that E1 and E2 are SSC, we can find some ` such that Gal(K(Ei[`])/K) ∼=

AutEndK̄(Ei)(Ei[`]) simultaneously for i = 1, 2, K(E1[`]) 6= K(E2[`]), ` is inert in Mi, ` does

not divide the discriminant of OMi
, and dimF` Sel`(L,E2) = dimF` Sel`(L,E1) ∀L/K finite

extensions.

Choose some constant C ≥ME1 = dimF`(⊕p∈ΣH
1(Kp, E1[`])/H`(Kp)) and C ≥ dimF` Sel`(K,E2).

Take t = ` · dimF` Sel`(K,E1) + C + 1 in Proposition 3.5.3, then there is a finite set

T1 ⊆ P0(E1) ∩ P2(E2) satisfying Proposition 3.5.3(i). Apply Lemma 3.5.7, we can find

a finite subset T0 of P0(E1)∩P0(E2) and a degree ` cyclic extension L/K that has splitting

data (Σ, T0, T1,L). We can adjust C to make sure that t ≡ dimF` Sel`(K,E2) (mod 2).

Therefore, by Proposition 3.5.3(ii),

dimF` Sel`(L/K,E1) = dimF` Sel`(K,E1)

and

dimF` Sel`(L/K,E2) = ` · dimF` Sel`(K,E1) + C + 1. (4.1.10)

By Lemma 4.1.1(ii),

dimF` Sel`(K, (E1)L) ≤ (`− 1) dimF` Sel`(L/K,E1) = (`− 1) dimF` Sel`(K,E1).

Then we apply Lemma 4.1.3(ii) to E1. Since T0 ∪ T1 ⊆ P0(E1), we have

CE1,L = dimF`(⊕p∈SLH
1(Kp, E1[`])/H`(Kp)) = 0.
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Lemma 4.1.3(ii) then tells us

dimF` Sel`(L,E1) ≤ dimF` Sel`(K, (E1)L) + dimF` Sel`(K,E1) +ME1 + CE1,L

≤ (`− 1) dimF` Sel`(K,E1) + dimF` Sel`(K,E1) +ME1

≤ ` · dimF` Sel`(K,E1) + C.

By Lemma 4.1.3(i), Lemma 4.1.1(i), and 4.1.10,

dimF` Sel`(L,E2) ≥ dimF` Sel`(K, (E2)L)

≥ dimF` Sel`(L/K,E2)

= ` · dimF` Sel`(K,E1) + C + 1

This contradicts the assumption that E1 and E2 are Strong Selmer Companions over K.

Therefore, E1 is isogenous to E2 over K.

The following lemma is in page 30 of (L).

Lemma 4.1.11. Let E1 and E2 be elliptic curves defined over a number field K. If there

exists some number field F such that E1 and E2 are isogenous over F , then EndK̄(E1)⊗Q ∼=

EndK̄(E2)⊗Q.

Proof. Let ϕ : E1 ∼F E2 be an isogeny defined over F and ϕ̂ be its dual. Let n := degϕ.

Consider the map

EndK̄(E1)→ EndK̄(E2)⊗Q

f 7→ 1

n
ϕ ◦ f ◦ ϕ̂.

This gives an injective ring homomorphism since the composition of nonzero isogenies is

nonzero. Therefore, EndK̄(E1) is a subring of EndK̄(E2)⊗Q and EndK̄(E1)⊗Q is a subfield
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of EndK̄(E2)⊗Q. For the same reason, EndK̄(E2)⊗Q is also a subfield of EndK̄(E1)⊗Q.

Therefore, EndK̄(E1)⊗Q ∼= EndK̄(E2)⊗Q.

Lemma 4.1.12. Let E1 and E2 be elliptic curves defined over a number field K. Assume

that E1 and E2 both have complex multiplication by OM where M * K. If E1 is isogenous

to E2 over MK, then E1 and E2 are isogenous over K.

Proof. Let ϕ : E1 ∼MK E2 be an isogeny defined over MK and ϕ̂ be its dual, Gal(MK/K) =

〈σ〉, and d := degϕ. Consider f := ϕ̂ ◦ϕσ ∈ EndK̄(E1) = OM and its dual f̂ = ϕ̂σ ◦ϕ = fσ,

f ◦ fσ = f ◦ f̂ = [deg f ] = [degϕ]2 = d2.

Let α := f
d
∈ EndK̄(E1)⊗Q,

Nα = α · ασ =
f

d
· f

σ

dσ
=
d2

d2
= 1.

By Hilbert’s Theorem 90, there exists β ∈ OM such that β
βσ

= α = f
d
.

Consider ϕ ◦ β : E1 → E1 → E2,

d ◦ β = f ◦ βσ,

ϕ̂ ◦ ϕ ◦ β = ϕ̂ ◦ ϕσ ◦ βσ,

ϕ ◦ β = ϕσ ◦ βσ.

Therefore, ϕ ◦ β gives an isogeny defined over K.

Theorem 4.1.13. Let E1 and E2 be elliptic curves defined over a number field K. Assume

that E2 has complex multiplication. If E1 and E2 are Strong Selmer Companions over K,

then E1 and E2 are isogenous over K.

Proof. If E1 and E2 are Strong Selmer Companions over K, then E1 and E2 are Strong
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Selmer Companions over KM1M2 where Mi := EndK̄(Ei) ⊗ Q. By Theorem 4.1.9, E1 and

E2 are isogenous over KM1M2. By Lemma 4.1.11, M1 = M2. If M2 ⊆ K, then E1 and E2

are isogenous over K. If M2 * K, by Lemma 4.1.12, then E1 and E2 are isogenous over

K

Combine Theorem 4.1.7 and Theorem 4.1.13, we finally get Theorem 1.1.8:

Theorem 1.1.8. Let E1 and E2 be elliptic curves defined over a number field K. Then E1

and E2 are isogenous over K if and only if E1 and E2 are Strong Selmer Companions over

K.

Proof. The ‘only if’ direction is Proposition 1.1.6. The ‘if’ direction is a consequence of

Theorem 4.1.7 and Theorem 4.1.13.
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